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Introduction

版に彫られることのなかった版
下絵１０３点
103 drawings that escaped  
the block cutter’s knife
Katsushika Hokusai’s remarkable brush drawings 
for The Great Picture Book of Everything are 
shown here for the first time. Produced during the 
1820s to 40s for a woodblock-printed picture 
encyclopedia, the 103 drawings should have been 
destroyed during the printing process. They are 
very rare and only survive because the book was 
never published. 

Hokusai (1760–1849) is known for ‘The Great 
Wave’ and other landscape prints, as well as 
paintings, but he was also an unrivalled illustrator 
of picture books. In these exceptional drawings, 
recently acquired by the British Museum, Hokusai 
re-invents the dry, matter-of-fact East Asian 
picture encyclopedia with humour and a sense 
of adventure.
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Image caption:

葛飾北斎、『葛飾北斎伝』巻上　より
Portrait of Katsushika Hokusai 
from Volume 1 of Biography of Katsushika 
Hokusai (1893) by Iijima Kyoshin 
© Trustees of the British Museum

Quote on wall:

‘Three bu in gold was indeed received as 
payment for the pictures on the three sheets 
(chō) for the middle volume of The Great Picture 
Book of Everything. I am sending you this note in 
confirmation.’

Letter from Hokusai to his publisher Sūzanbō, 
mid-1840s (Hokusai aged about 85) 
(trans. Akio Yasuhara)

Introduction
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Hokusai and the picture encyclopedia

北斎と絵入り百科事典
Hokusai and the 
picture encyclopedia  
Hokusai lived towards the end of the Edo period 
(1615–1868), during which the shogun’s military 
government banned foreign travel. Encyclopedias 
such as The Great Picture Book of Everything 
introduced Japanese people to the faraway 
places they could not visit. Hokusai’s drawings 
explore China, India and the natural world. 

The models for Hokusai’s project were earlier 
Chinese and Japanese encyclopedias (some 
examples are displayed nearby). Two letters from 
Hokusai to his publisher, Sūzanbō, indicate that 
the artist was still working on The Great Picture 
Book into his final years, when he was living in 
Edo (modern Tokyo) with his artist daughter Ōi 
(about 1800 – after 1857).  
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生き延びた北斎の版下絵

A remarkable survival: Hokusai’s drawings

Sometime after Hokusai stopped working on 
The Great Picture Book, this wooden box and 
silk wrapper (chitsu) were made to house his 
drawings. The inscription on the lid reads: 
‘Illustrations for The Great Picture Book of 
Everything (Banmotsu ehon daizen zu)’, ‘Drawn 
by Old Man Iitsu, Katsushika, the former Hokusai’. 
A small red seal on the title page and frontispiece 
establishes that the drawings were once owned 
by Henri Vever (1854–1942), a French jeweller 
and collector of Japanese art.

Scholars from Japan, Europe and the USA 
have been working together to deepen our 
understanding of the drawings. Their research 
confirms that they are by Hokusai. 

Paulownia wood, paper, silk textile
Probably late 1800s 
Box: 2020,3015.104

Hokusai and the picture encyclopedia
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Silk wrapper: 2020,3015.105 

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

題と年記

Title and date page

This sheet may have been added some time after 
Hokusai stopped working on the book, perhaps 
to authenticate the unsigned drawings. The first 
column on the right reads: ‘Illustrations for The 
Great Picture Book of Everything (Banmotsu 
ehon daizen zu)’. The second and third columns 
on the right indicate when the project may have 
commenced: ‘Drawn in the ninth month, autumn, 
of the ox year Bunsei 12 (1829)’. Two smaller 
columns (left) give several of Hokusai’s many art 
names: ‘Drawn by Old Man Iitsu, Katsushika, the 
former Hokusai’. 

Hokusai and the picture encyclopedia
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The first red seal reads: ‘Mt Yoshino
(Yoshinoyama)’. The one below it shows 
Mt Fuji rising above a Chinese symbol 
representing ‘lake’ or ‘marsh’. 

Ink on paper
Probably late 1800s 
2020,3015.1

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

扉絵「西戎 中華」

Frontispiece: ‘India, China’

Hokusai’s frontispiece introduces two of the 
main subjects of his book – India and China. 
At right stands an Indian Buddhist priest 
holding a ceremonial fly-whisk. At left stands 
a Chinese boy holding a Chinese-style fan. 
The archaic Chinese characters in the oval 
cartouche between them read, in two columns 

Hokusai and the picture encyclopedia
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from right to left: ‘India, China’. In Hokusai’s day, 
Japanese and Chinese were written in columns 
and read from top to bottom, right to left.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.2

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

『増補頭書訓蒙図彙大成』　下河辺拾水画

A Complete Collection of Pictures to Enlighten 
the Young, Expanded with Headnotes by 
Shimokōbe Shūsui

From the early 1600s in Japan, an avid reading 
public encouraged the production of many 
books of practical knowledge, including picture 
encyclopedias. Displayed here is an expanded 
edition of a popular Japanese encyclopedia from 
1789. It is based on an earlier book compiled in 

Hokusai and the picture encyclopedia
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1666 by the Confucian scholar Nakamura Tekisai. 
The later edition features new subjects, such 
as the Chinese deities that gave human beings 
agriculture and music (left). Hokusai depicts these 
figures in his drawings and adds others.

Standard picture encyclopedias covered many 
topics, from geography, the body, clothing, and 
precious stones to animals, dragons and plants. 
Hokusai’s drawings for The Great Picture Book 
include some of these subjects.

Woodblock-printed illustrated book
1789

Shimokōbe Shūsui (active late 1700s)
1914,0528,0.3.1-10

Gift of Mrs A. Moseley

Hokusai and the picture encyclopedia
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中国とその周辺
China and beyond
Commercial trade connected China and 
Japan during the Edo period (1615–1868), 
but China was also a source of ancient lore and 
tradition. Legendary Chinese warriors provided 
standards of bravery and discipline. Classical 
Chinese poets and spiritual masters inspired 
Japanese scholars and religious practitioners. 

Ancient Chinese stories were depicted in
ink paintings but, in his drawings for The 
Great Picture Book, Hokusai conceives each 
narrative afresh, with characteristic verve and 
individuality. Some subjects are unusual for 
picture encyclopedias. Perhaps Hokusai or his 
publisher had hoped to redefine what this genre 
could be. 

China and beyond
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崑崙山の西王母（聖王母）

Xiwangmu rides a royal carriage accompanied 
by female attendants on Mt Kunlun

Xiwangmu (‘Queen Mother of the West’) is the 
goddess of prosperity and longevity. Worshipped 
widely in East Asia, she is often depicted in her 
peach garden on Mt Kunlun which, according 
to legend, bears fruit once in several thousand 
years. Hokusai presents her as a royal personage 
reclining in a carriage accompanied by female 
attendants – three of high rank (wearing 
elaborate headdresses), and five lower-ranking. 
One attendant appears half-hidden behind the 
carriage. The faces and robes are beautifully and 
minimally modelled and, typically of Hokusai’s 
style, the eyes do not have lines under the 
pupils. The tightly structured composition is also 
characteristic of his work. Widely spaced dots 
suggest a misty atmosphere.  

China and beyond
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.97

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

創世神話
Creation myths

While Confucian principles structured Japanese 
society in Hokusai’s day, Japanese scholars of 
Chinese culture also explored Daoist treatises 
and philosophical texts. These sources introduced 
alternative theories regarding the origins of the 
universe, the earth and human beings. The texts 
revealed the power of primordial deities such 
as Nüwa, Taifengshen and the violent Kang Hui, 
who flooded the earth in a rage and damaged the 
pillars that separate heaven and earth.

China and beyond
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太逢神、天地の気を伝動する

Taifengshen (right) sets in motion the material 
force of heaven and earth, accompanied by 
two nature spirits

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.22

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

女媧、五色の石で天柱を補う

The goddess Nüwa receives precious 
stones to repair the pillars that separate 
heaven and earth

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.76

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 

China and beyond
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Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

龍馬と八卦図

The dragon-horse that delivered the early 
books of Daoist divination, with eight 
divination diagrams

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.103

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

康囘、不周山の石に頭を砕かれて死す

Kang Hui, who damaged the pillars that 
separate heaven and earth, crushes his 
skull against a rock on Mt Buzhou

China and beyond
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.98

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

縁起物語
Origin tales

Chinese origin myths explain the beginnings 
of nearly every aspect of human society and 
culture. Musical performance, for example, 
began with the creation of the transverse harp. 
Hokusai’s drawings also explore the origins of 
medicine, carpentry, weights and measures, and 
wine-brewing. Fittingly for a planned publication, 
one drawing explains the origins of printing, 
paper-making and ink. The inventions are 
associated with mythical emperors who ruled 
in the distant past.

China and beyond
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伏羲、自ら製した琴の前に座す

Fuxi, the twin brother and husband of 
Nüwa, sits before his new invention – 
a transverse harp

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.61

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).
 

黄帝のときに度量衡始まる

Weights and measures were first formulated 
during the time of the Yellow Emperor

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.36

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 

China and beyond
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Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

神農、漢方薬を調合する

The god of agriculture Shennong and two 
boys prepare herbal medicine

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.34

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

儀狄の命により米汁で酒の醸造を始める

Three men brew the first batch of rice 
wine on the orders of Yi Di

Ink on paper
1820s–40s

China and beyond
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2020,3015.91

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

燧人氏、火を用いた調理を始める

The Suiren Clan started the practice of 
using fire to cook food

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.85

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

紙、印刷、墨の発明

The invention of paper (right), publishing 
(centre) and ink (left)

China and beyond
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.55

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

三皇五帝

The Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors

Confucian scholars traced the origins of their 
ethical system to the Three Sovereigns and Five 
Emperors – China’s mythological sage-kings.
The first of the Five Emperors was the Yellow 
Emperor (Huangdi), who is said to have 
ruled for 100 years. He was followed by Zhuanxu, 
Ku and the virtuous Yao and Shun, who are 
often named together. They were succeeded 
by legendary Emperor Yu, famed for introducing 
flood control.

China and beyond
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黄帝のとき吉祥の大魚が現れる

An auspicious giant fish appears before the 
Yellow Emperor

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.54

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

若き日の舜帝、火事から逃れる

Emperor Shun in his youth escapes from 
a burning building

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.28

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

China and beyond
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尭帝のとき后羿が九つの日輪を射る

In the time of Emperor Yao, Hou Yi shoots 
down nine extra suns from the sky 

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.27

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

大禹、夢の中で神より一書を授かる

Yu the Great receives a book from a godlike 
person in a dream

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.101

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

China and beyond
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雲仲子、照魔鏡にて妖狐を見顕す

Yun Zhongzi reveals the true appearance 
of a fox-spirit in a magic mirror

The adventures of the immortal Yun Zhongzi 
and his follower Leizhen appear in the Ming 
novel Investiture of the Gods (Fengshen yanyi), 
published in the late 1500s. They try to warn 
King Zhou of the Shang dynasty about his 
mysterious concubine Daji, who is in fact a 
1000-year-old evil fox-spirit in disguise. Yun’s 
magic mirror reveals the fox’s true appearance. 

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.17

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).

China and beyond
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義を守る者

Two tales of righteous men

This drawing illustrates two tales of righteous 
men. Bo Yi and his younger brother Shu Qi 
starved themselves to death rather than disregard 
hierarchy within the family. The hermit Xu You 
(upper left) resisted a call to high office from 
Emperor Yao and cleansed his ears in a pure 
waterfall on Mt Ji. Chao Fu (lower left) decided 
that the water had been tainted and headed with 
his ox further upstream. Both subjects occur in 
Edo-period (1615–1868) ink painting.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.35

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

China and beyond
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Quote on wall:

‘[Hokusai] paints by lamplight but requires no 
glasses. You could not draw such brave generals 
without his vigorous health, and it would be
hard to sketch in such detail without his vitality.’   

From the preface to Hokusai’s illustrated book 
Musashi Stirrups, 1836 (Hokusai aged 77)  

伍子胥、千斤の鼎を支えながら文を作る

Wu Zixu composes a text while supporting  
a bronze vessel weighing 1000 catties

Combining physical strength and intellectual 
prowess, warrior Wu Zixu (died 484 BC) 
composes and writes a text. At the same time, he 
supports a bronze vessel weighing 1000 catties 
(about 590 kilos). 

Hokusai depicted this story several times 
throughout his career. In this dramatic version, 

China and beyond
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Wu Zixu leans over to write, while wearing 
a gentle smile, as though hardly feeling the 
weight at all. The composition filling the page is 
characteristic of Hokusai’s work.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.65

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

Picture caption: Wu Zixu illustrated in volume 1 
of Hokusai’s Sketches (1814) 
by Katsushika Hokusai.
© Trustees of the British Museum

China and beyond
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Image on banner, detail:

周生、道術を使って雲を梯子に月輪をとる

Daoist master Zhou Sheng ascends 
a cloud-ladder to the moon

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

冒険談

Tales of adventure

Hokusai’s ‘China’ illustrations lead the viewer on 
inspiring adventures. They include Daoist masters 
who could fly, a cunning general, and a warrior 
subduing a giant snake. We also find torches that 
never extinguish, a severed head leaping out of a 
boiling cauldron to exact revenge on its enemies, 
and the monkey hero of the Ming-dynasty novel 
Journey to the West (Xiyouji). These subjects 

China and beyond
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fall outside the range of standard picture 
encyclopedias but are within Hokusai’s repertoire.

周の霊王太子、鶴に乗る（上）　晋の陶侃、翼の生
える夢を見る（下）

A princely son of King Ling of the Zhou rides a 
crane; Tao Kan of the Jin dreams he has wings 
and can travel the world

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.99

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

玄奘と孫悟空、大般若経を求めて天竺にいたる

Xuanzang (right) and Sun Wukong  
(Monkey King) from the Ming-dynasty  
novel Journey to the West (Xiyouji)

China and beyond
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.75

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

漢の劉邦、芒湯山に白蛇を斬る

Liu Bang of the Han beheads the white snake 
on Mt Mangdang

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.69

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

Picture caption: Liu Bang illustrated in volume 3 
of Illustrated Narratives of the War of Han and 
Chu (about 1843) by Katsushika Hokusai.
© Trustees of the British Museum

China and beyond
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魏の宋雲、熊耳山にて達摩の霊に出逢う

On Mt Xiong’er, Song Yun of the Wei worships 
the spirit of Bodhidharma, the founder of Chan 
(Zen) Buddhism

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.21

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

子房、九里山にて簫で哀歌を奏でて敵の士気をく
じく

On Mt Jiuli, Zifang (seated in the mountains 
at upper right) demoralises the enemy by 
playing a melancholy tune

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.80

China and beyond
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Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

眉間尺の頭、釜から飛び出して仇を討つ

The head of Meijian Chi springs from 
a boiling cauldron and takes revenge 
on his enemies

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.30

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

Picture caption: Sketch for the drawing of 
Meijian Chi by Katsushika Hokusai, from 
Collection of Sketches by Hokusai.
© Bibliothèque nationale de France

China and beyond
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武帝が丹豹の髓で作った燭は暴風雨にも消えず

Using the marrow of a red leopard, Emperor 
Wu designed torches that remained lit even in 
torrential rain

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.102

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

鄭公、蓮葉を用いて酒を飲む（右）　
酒を吹き雨となして古郷の火災を収める（左）

Drinking wine through the pierced stem 
of a lotus leaf (right); spraying wine to 
extinguish a fire blazing miles away (left)

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.92

China and beyond
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Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

季謩、月夜に笛を吹く（上）　張子和、舟を家として
浮家と称す（下）

Li Mo plays the sheng pipes on a moonlit 
night; Zhang Zihe reads on the boat he 
called a ‘floating home’

As well as adventurous mystics and warriors, 
Hokusai’s drawings portray gifted Chinese 
eccentrics. These include scholarly recluses, 
Chan (Zen) monks and the historical general 
Zheng Zilong, who was caught up in the 
tumultuous transition from the Ming dynasty 
(1368–1644) to the Qing dynasty 
(1636–1912). 

Though socially isolated in their own time, these 
figures still contributed to the formation of 
cultural ideals. Hokusai’s sources for the stories 
are unknown.  

China and beyond
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.26

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

海の魔物、船を攻める

The sea monster assails a ship

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.13

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

China and beyond
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梁の誌公禅師、杖で泉を涌かす（右）　偓佺、松の
実を食して飛行する（左）

With his staff, Zhi Gong produces a gushing 
fresh-water spring (right); Wo Quan eats pine 
nuts and becomes a flying immortal

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.58

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

Picture caption: Zhi Gong illustrated in volume 3 
of Tang Poetry Illustrated: Seven-character 
Eight-line Verse (1836) by Katsushika Hokusai. 
© Trustees of the British Museum

China and beyond
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鄭芝龍、砲術で海の魔物をおびやかす

Zheng Zhilong threatens a sea monster 
with a gun

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.43

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

林逋、二羽の鶴を愛す（右）　
齢千年の亀、蓮葉の上に遊ぶ（左）

Poet Lin Bu’s pet cranes; 1000-year-old turtles 
climbing on lotus leaves

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.89

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 

China and beyond
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Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

呉山蔧、九僊山に碁を打つ二人の霊を見る

Wu Sangui encounters two ghosts playing 
Go on Mt Jiuxian

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.25

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

百丈禅師、狐に説法する（右）　
盤山、猪肉を食す（左）

Chan master Baizhang leads foxes to 
enlightenment (right); Panshan eats wild boar 
meat, having learned about universal good 
from a butcher

China and beyond
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.68

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

僧舩子德诚、夾山を海にたたき落とす

The Boatman Monk Decheng knocks 
Jiashan into the sea

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.93

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

China and beyond
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周生、道術を使って雲を梯子に月輪をとる

Daoist master Zhou Sheng ascends 
a cloud-ladder to the moon
Zhou Sheng was a Daoist master who used his 
powers to benefit the poor. One day during the 
Autumn Moon Festival, he stayed at a Buddhist 
temple and overheard a group of pilgrims 
lamenting that they would never see the legendary 
Palace of the Moon for themselves. Thereupon, 
Zhou fashioned a ladder of clouds, climbed to 
the moon and descended with it for the pilgrims 
to see.  

Hokusai depicts the story’s climax – Zhou climbs 
higher than the highest peak and seizes the moon 
as easily as plucking an apple from a tree. The 
story is recorded in the Extensive Records of the 
Taiping Era (AD 978).
 
Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.37

China and beyond
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Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

大鳥の卵殻の中で雨宿り

A Confucian scholar and his attendants 
shelter from the rain inside the empty shell of 
a giant peng bird

Caught in a driving rainstorm, a travelling 
Confucian scholar and his attendants find 
temporary shelter within the empty shell of an egg 
laid by the mythical peng bird. The scholar wears 
a black hood and white robe with full sleeves. The 
attendants wear patterned short robes and cloth 
head-coverings. On the surface, this drawing 
may have a strange and exotic appearance 
but, fundamentally, Hokusai has given us an 
accessible and almost familiar genre scene. This 
kind of subject appears throughout his work. The 
lines of beating rain have subtle variations in their 
ink tones and distribution that lend the scene 
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depth and atmosphere. The lively dotting in the 
foliage is characteristic of Hokusai’s later style.
 
Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.47

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

民俗信仰

Folk beliefs

Hokusai’s China drawings include New Year’s
folk customs and popular folk narratives. In 
drawing 1, a demon avoids an entrance marked 
with a peach-wood talisman (taofu). In drawing 
2, evil mountain spirits scatter in the wake of 
exploding firecrackers. In drawing 3, Hokusai 
associates the mythical undersea Palace of the 
Dragon King with the southern Ryūkyū island 
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chain that links Japan and China. The strange rock 
in the foreground and the stone bridge signify 
‘China’. The palace features in Japanese folk tales.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s

1: A demon avoids a door marked with a 
peach-wood charm at New Year
2020,3015.82

2: Evil mountain spirits flee before exploding 
firecrackers 
2020,3015.100

3: A vision of the Palace of the Dragon King 
2020,3015.29

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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異国の人々

People of foreign lands
Though prevented from travelling, Japanese 
people continued to be interested in other lands 
and cultures. The next eight drawings show 
figures mainly from East, Southeast and Central 
Asia. Hokusai then switches to fanciful lands. 
These figures are standard for encylopedias 
of the time. Hokusai, however, brings them to 
life almost as individuals. The central figure 
in the third drawing is a Portuguese man in 
16th- or early 17th-century attire. During the 
Edo period (1615–1868), Europeans were 
known as ‘Southern barbarians’. 

天竺　中国　高麗（右から）

Men from India, China and Korea (right to left)

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.73
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Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

安南　呂宋　琉球（右から）

Men from Vietnam, Philippines and Ryūkyū 
(right to left)

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.74

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

蒙古　女真　シヤムロ（右から）

People of Mongolia, Jurchen and Siam
[Thailand] (right to left)

Ink on paper
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1820s–40s
2020,3015.95

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

東夷　南蠻　東番（右から）

Emishi [people of northeast Japan], 
Southern barbarian [Portuguese] and 
Taiwanese (right to left)

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.86

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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長人国　短人国　長臂国（右から）
Inhabitants of the Land of Tall People, 
Land of Short People and Land of 
Long-armed People (right to left)

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.67

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

羽民国　狗国女　文身国（右から）

A figure from the land of winged people, 
a woman from the land of dogs and a man
from the land of tattooed people (right to left)

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.78
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Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

長     国 　占城　崑崙坊（右から）

People from the land of the long-legged,
Champa [central Vietnam] and South Sea
Islands (right to left)

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.48

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

長耳国　飛頭蛮　胸穴国（右から）

Three exotic peoples: A man with long 
ears and a long-necked man stretching for 
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a light from a man with a hole in his chest 
(right to left)

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.7

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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How were Hokusai’s prints made?

北斎の版画はどう作られた？ 
How were Hokusai’s  
prints made?

Hokusai’s prints are all woodblock prints.  
His final-stage drawing (hanshita-e) was pasted 
onto a block of mountain cherry wood. A block 
cutter (hori-shi) then cut along the artist’s lines 
with a chisel. The resulting outline block or 
‘key-block’ (omohan) was inked and printed. 
The first few outline prints were used to cut any 
blocks required to add colour to a design.

The publisher (hanmoto) commissioned the 
artist, coordinated the block-cutting and printing, 
and handled distribution and sales. Possession 
of the woodblocks constituted copyright. 
If The Great Picture Book had been published, 
Hokusai’s original drawings would have been 
destroyed during the print-making process.
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現代の木版用具

Modern woodblock printing tools

These are modern examples of the same materials 
and tools used to make woodblock prints during 
the Edo period (1615–1868). They include 
a block of polished mountain cherry wood 
(yamazakura), a beginner’s set of cutting tools, a 
modern cherry wood printing-block carved for a 
reproduction of Hokusai’s print popularly called 
‘The Great Wave’, and a printer’s pad (baren).  

The cut woodblock is a ‘key-block’ (omohan). 
To make a printer’s pad, a coil of braided 
bamboo bark is sandwiched between two layers 
of lacquered paper. Block cutters and printers 
usually trained for around ten years. Their 
professional skills determined the quality of 
the final print or book.

How were Hokusai’s prints made?
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1: Uncut printing-block
Polished mountain cherry wood
2017
2017,3071.1

2: Cutting tools 
Steel and wood 
Late 1900s – early 2000s

3: Modern printing-block cut for a reproduction 
of ‘The Great Wave’
Suga Kayoko (born 1977) 
Mountain cherry wood
2017
2017,3069.1

Purchase made possible by the JTI Japanese 
Acquisition Fund

4: Printer’s pad 
Bamboo twine, lacquered paper and bamboo leaf
Late 1800s – early 1900s
OA+.7399

How were Hokusai’s prints made?
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三国妖狐伝

Tales of the Mysterious Fox of China, 
Japan and India

Hokusai designed single-sheet colour prints for 
most of his career, until the late 1830s. This early 
design by him shows King Zhou’s evil mistress 
watching her victims suffer. She is actually a 
nine-tailed fox in disguise. This is a rare example 
of the design. The same story features earlier in 
the exhibition in one of Hokusai’s brush drawings 
for The Great Picture Book of Everything.

Colour woodblock print, diptych
1807
Katsushika Hokusai
1914,0110,0.1

Gift of Sir Robert Leicester Harmsworth

How were Hokusai’s prints made?
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鬼児嶋弥太郎 西法院赤坊主

Onikojima Yatarō and Saihō-in Aka-bōzu 
wrestle for a large bronze bell

The gradation across the bell from blue to green 
is a beautiful example of the printer’s art. By the 
1830s, Hokusai had developed a bold style that 
served him well in depicting the kind of action 
scene presented here, and in many of the ‘China’ 
and ‘India’ drawings in The Great Picture Book.

Colour woodblock print
1830s
Katsushika Hokusai
1906,1220,0.488

神奈川沖浪裏（グレート・ウェーブ）

Under the Wave off Kanagawa 
(‘The Great Wave’)

Hokusai’s print Under the Wave off Kanagawa 
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(often called ‘The Great Wave’), is probably 
the most famous work by a Japanese artist. 
It is a colour woodblock print, made through 
the same collaborative process as every print 
and book published during the Edo period 
(1615–1868). Due to the woodblock printing 
process, Hokusai’s original drawing for ‘The Great 
Wave’ does not survive. Early impressions, such 
as this one, bring us closer to understanding the 
artist’s original conception.

Colour woodblock print 
1831
Katsushika Hokusai
1906,1220,0.533

木版印刷

Woodblock printing

This film shows how colour woodblock 
prints are made. It presents a contemporary 
artist’s application of the traditional technique.  

How were Hokusai’s prints made?
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The design is on thin, high-quality Mino paper 
(usu-Minoshi), which is pasted to the block. The 
chisel removes areas of wood between the lines. 
Ink is applied to the raised lines that make the 
design. The artist’s original drawing is sacrificed 
to the process of making the woodblock.

The film is silent.
 
Duration: about 2 minutes

Quote on wall above AV:

Noses: Please cut the noses [in my drawings] 
according to these two types… You are familiar 
with the noses of the Utagawa school, but they 
are contrary to the art of painting.’

Letter from Hokusai to the block cutter Sugita 
Kinsuke, regarding his illustrations in a volume of 
Tang Poetry Illustrated, 1833–6 
(Hokusai aged mid-70s)

How were Hokusai’s prints made?
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Quote on wall above AV:

‘Eyes: Please cut the eyes [in my drawings] 
without adding lids under them. 

Letter from Hokusai to the block cutter Sugita 
Kinsuke, regarding his illustrations in a volume of 
Tang Poetry Illustrated, 1833–6 
(Hokusai aged mid-70s)

How were Hokusai’s prints made?
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India and Buddhism

インドと仏教 
India and 
Buddhism
For Hokusai and his contemporaries, the Indian 
subcontinent was the land of the historical 
Buddha Shakyamuni. The first few ‘India’ 
drawings relate to the Buddhist faith. Others 
portray episodes from the 400s to 300s BC, 
when Buddhism was founded. Hokusai presents 
the narratives with an almost palpable sense of 
excitement, as though he were discovering them 
for the first time. 

Stories of Buddhist gods and Indian kings had 
circulated widely for centuries in Japan. We do 
not know how Hokusai studied Buddhism and 
ancient India, but he is known to have chanted 
the Lotus Sutra and to have kept a Buddhist 
shrine at home.
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龍頭観音菩薩

Avalokiteśvara seated on the head 
of a dragon

Avalokiteśvara (Kannon in Japanese), the 
Buddhist deity of compassion, is believed to 
have 33 different forms. Here, as ‘Dragon-head 
Avalokiteśvara’, the deity appears seated on the 
head of a flying dragon. In his drawing, Hokusai 
has combined two types of brushwork – formal 
lines to depict the deity and more informal brush 
marks for the dragon and atmospheric clouds. 
A similar composition appears in Hokusai’s 
Album Drawn True-to-Life (1814) displayed 
nearby. In the drawing, Hokusai has deepened 
the conception, endowing both the god and the 
dragon with a greater feeling of humanity.
The inscription at bottom right names the 
first three ranks among the Eight Classes of 
Protectors of the Buddhist Faith (hachi bushū): 
deities, serpents and nature spirits.  
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.46

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

『北斎写真画譜』より龍頭観音菩薩図

Avalokiteśvara seated on the head of 
a dragon in Hokusai’s Album Drawn 
True-to-Life, 1814

Colour woodblock-printed illustrated book
1814
Katsushika Hokusai
1979,0305,0.443
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摩醯首羅王　阿修羅王　乾闥婆王（右から）

Maheśvara, Asura and Gandharva 
(right to left)

This and the next drawing depict the six Heavenly 
Kings, who are among the Eight Classes of 
Protectors of Buddhism. The same figures appear 
in the popular printed encyclopedia, Illustrated 
Compendium of Buddhist Images (1690, revised 
1792). Hokusai reinvented his static models as 
dynamic, energetic beings.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.24

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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摩睺羅王　 緊那羅王　迦楼羅王（右から）

Mahoraga, Kimnara and Garuda
(right to left)

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.66

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

波羅門　神童・天童　外道（右から）

A Brahmin, the heavenly child and 
a non-believer (right to left)

The central figure is a protector of Buddhism 
called the ‘divine child’ (shindō) or ‘heavenly 
child’ (tendō). On the right an Indian holy man, a 
Brahmin, offers prayers, while the ‘non-believer’ 
(gedō) on the left sits in ignorance. 
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.64

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

Picture caption: Sketches for the Brahmin (right) 
and non-believer (left) by Katsushika Hokusai, 
from Collection of Sketches by Hokusai.
© Bibliothèque nationale de France

跋難陀龍王　和修吉龍王　難陀龍王（右から）

The Dragon Kings Upananda, Vāsuki and 
Nanda (right to left)

This and the next two drawings depict the 
Eight Great Dragon Kings and the Dragon 
Princess. Several wear dragon-head crowns and 
carry wish-granting jewels. They are protectors 
of Buddhism. The Lotus Sutra, a central Buddhist 
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text, describes how the Dragon Kings assembled 
with other deities and the Buddha’s disciples 
(arhats) to hear the teachings of the Buddha. 
The Dragon Kings derived originally from Indian 
serpent deities. 

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.63

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

摩那斯龍王　優鉢羅龍王　娑竭羅龍王
（右から）

The Dragon Kings Manasvin, Utpalaka and 
Sāgara (right to left)

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.53
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Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

徳叉迦龍王 　阿那婆達多龍王　八歳之龍女
（右から）

The Dragon Kings Taksaka and Anavatapta 
and the Dragon Princess (right to left)

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.9

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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仏法を守護する鬼神

Buddhist guardian figures with four Buddhist 
sayings

Four demons brandishing swords and spears 
personify the Four Noble Truths realised by the 
Buddha at his enlightenment. From right to left: 
‘Freedom from desire is true bliss’; ‘Going beyond 
life and death and entering Nirvana’; ‘The law of 
creation and destruction’; ‘All worldly things are 
impermanent’. Volume 5 of Hokusai’s Sketches 
(1816) includes an image of four similar demons 
and the same expressions surrounding a giant 
temple bell, with the title ‘Temple demons of the 
four sayings’.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.88

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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Picture caption: Buddhist guardian figures with 
four Buddhist sayings, illustrated in volume 5 
of Hokusai’s Sketches (1816) 
by Katsushika Hokusai. 
© Trustees of the British Museum

羅漢図

The Buddha’s direct disciples (arhats) 

These four drawings depict arhats (rakan in 
Japanese), or human disciples of the Buddha who 
have advanced along the path of enlightenment 
but not attained full Buddhahood. They appear in 
groups of various sizes: six, eight, 16 (as here), 
100 and even 500. 

Arhats are typically portrayed as Indian holy men 
in monastic robes. Each has a personal attribute. 
This group of drawings presents them as genial 
and approachable old men. Hokusai’s brushwork 
is precise, controlled and seemingly effortless.
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s

1: Pindola Bhāradvāja, Kanaka Bhāradvāja, 
Kanakavatsa and Subinda, 2020,3015.84

2: Nakula, Kālika, Bhadra and Gopaka, 
2020,3015.70

3: Rāhula, Panthaka, Nāgasena and Vajriputra, 
2020,3015.38

4: Vanavāsin, Ajita, Angaja and Cūdapanthaka, 
2020,3015.51

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

流離王雷死

A bolt of lightning strikes Virūdhaka dead

Virūdhaka was a king of Kosala during the lifetime 
of the historical Buddha, Shakyamuni. He plotted 
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to annihilate the Buddha’s family, the Shaka clan. 
However, as foretold by the Buddha, a bolt of 
lightning struck Virūdhaka dead during a victory 
banquet. The exploding rays of Hokusai’s lightning 
bolt prefigure modern manga by about a century. 
Virūdhaka’s robes whirl around him as he is 
thrown backwards off his feet. Rays seem to burst 
in three dimensions, out through his sides and 
behind him, as well as towards the viewer. 

Ink on paper 
1820s–40s
2020,3015.81

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

Picture caption: Sketch for Virūdhaka by 
Katsushika Hokusai, from Collection 
of Sketches by Hokusai.
© Bibliothèque nationale de France
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Image on banner, detail:
流離王雷死

A bolt of lightning strikes Virūdhaka dead by 
Katsushika Hokusai. Illustration for The Great 
Picture Book of Everything, 1820s–40s.

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

天竺霊鷲山（右） 摩伽鉄囲山（左）      祇園精舎

Vulture Peak (right) and the ‘Iron Encircling 
Mountains’ 
Jetavana vihāra monastery
These two drawings depict locations associated 
with the historical Buddha. Vulture Peak was a 
favourite retreat of the Buddha and his disciples, 
and the site of famous sermons. Also depicted 
in the drawing are the ‘Iron Encircling Mountains’ 
(Cakravada-parvata), a ring of mountains that, 
according to ancient Indian belief, binds and 
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protects the world. The next drawing shows 
Jetavana vihāra (‘Jeta’s Grove Monastery’). This 
large temple complex in the ancient kingdom of 
Kosala was built and donated to the Buddha by 
his disciple–patron, Anāthapindada.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s

Top: Vulture Peak and the ‘Iron Encircling 
Mountains’, 2020,3015.31

Bottom: Jetavana vihāra monastary, 
2020,3015.33

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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仏陀の過去世

The many lives of the Buddha

The Buddha is believed to have had many lives. 
In drawing 1, an immortal foretells that the King 
of Central India will be reborn as the Buddha 
Shakyamuni, while the immortal himself will be 
reborn as the monk Devadatta. Monk Devadatta 
trained under Buddha Shakyamuni but later 
turned against him. In the Lotus Sutra he is the 
archetypal evil-doer. In drawing 2, he summons a 
host of evil spirits. Drawing 3 shows the Buddha’s 
physician, Jīvaka, receiving the branches of the 
magical ‘Medicine King Tree’. In drawing 4, an 
image of the Buddha comes to life and bows to 
Sāriputra, one of the Buddha’s leading disciples.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s

1: The King of Central India (the Buddha in a 
previous life) and an immortal (Devadatta in a 
previous life), 2020,3015.49
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2: Devadatta surrounded by evil spirits, 
2020,3015.60

3: Jīvaka receiving branches of the ‘Medicine King 
Tree’, 2020,3015.56

4: Lord Visvakarman creates an image of the 
Buddha that bows to Sāriputra, 2020,3015.83

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

釈迦の弟子　目犍連（目連）（上）
と摩訶迦葉（大迦葉）（下）

The Buddha’s disciples Maudgalyāyana 
and Mahākāśyapa

These two drawings depict two of the Buddha’s 
leading disciples. In the first, Maudgalyāyana 
subdues a wild beast similar to a giant ox. He will 
use the beast’s skin to make a drum. The story 
may relate to a Buddhist folk tale about an ox that 
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sacrificed its own skin so that the Buddha 
could make a drum to scare off a tiger. The 

disciple’s bent profile mirrors the silhouette of 
the tamed creature. 

Another of the Buddha’s disciples, Mahākāśyapa, 
led the monastic community after the Buddha’s 
death. He was known for his religious practices. 
Here, he conjures a poisonous dragon in a cave. 
His triangular form facing the viewer conveys a 
sense of composure and unshakeable authority.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s

Top: Maudgalyāyana subdues a wild beast, 
2020,3015.71

Bottom: Mahākāśyapa conjures a poisonous 
dragon in a cave, 2020,3015.39

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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木乃伊（ミイラ）あるいは蜜人

Mummified flesh or mellified (honey) man

Flesh mummified in honey for 100 years 
reportedly had medicinal properties. The man 
wearing a mask appears to be cutting off a slice 
of mummified flesh to offer to a chieftain. Their 
curly hair and whiskers suggest that these figures 
are Indian.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.32

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).

班足王

Kalmāsapāda

Indian King Kalmāsapāda sits on a lion. According 
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to legend he was born of a lioness. The Treatise 
on the Great Perfection of Wisdom tells how 
Kalmāsapāda swore to capture and devour a 
thousand kings, but relented when he saw the 
upright King Śrutasoma (known in Japan as 
Fumei Chōja).

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.52

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

普明長者と妖狐

Fumei Chōja and a fox-spirit

Fumei Chōja is the Japanese name for Indian 
King Śrutasoma. Here he holds a scroll, 
presumably used to conjure the nine-tailed 
fox-spirit emerging from the clouds. Tales of 
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mischievous fox-spirits who took the form of 
beautiful women in India, China and Japan, 
were popular in Japan in Hokusai’s day.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.19

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

風俗

Genre scenes

Hokusai’s ‘India’ drawings include two genre 
scenes. In one drawing, two attendants care for 
a gentle elephant. With characteristic humour, 
Hokusai places one attendant half-hidden behind 
the creature (far left).  

In the other drawing, travellers race for cover 
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during a sandstorm. Here Hokusai reveals 
his delight in drawing the human figure, as 
legs fly and hands grip hats and protective 
mats. The inscription identifies the location as 
Quicksand River in India, perhaps referencing the 
mythological Moving Sands (or Flowing Sands) 
mentioned in the Ming-dynasty (1368–1644) 
novel Journey to the West. The Moving Sands 
have been associated with the Taklamakan Desert 
in modern Xinjiang Province, China.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s

Right: Looking after a large elephant, 
2020,3015.44

Left: Escaping a sandstorm, 2020,3015.72

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

Hokusai’s Sketches (Hokusai manga), vol. 8
Colour woodblock-printed illustrated book
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1819
Katsushika Hokusai
1979,0305,0.428.8

Quote on wall:

‘[Hokusai] can dip any implement in ink and draw 
a picture: a rice measure, an egg, a sake bottle, 
a bamboo basket. He can draw left-handed with 
skill…’ 

From the entry on Hokusai in Assorted Thoughts 
on Ukiyo-e, Expanded Edition, 1844 
(Hokusai aged 85)
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Hokusai’s published books

北斎の絵入版本
Hokusai’s published 
illustrated books

For fifty years, publishers commissioned 
Hokusai to illustrate scenes of daily life, 
warrior tales, anthologies of Chinese poetry, 
and art manuals such as Hokusai’s Sketches 
(Hokusai manga, 1814–78). The artist designed 
illustrations for almost 270 books, many with 
multiple volumes each containing ten to twenty 
illustrations. Some volumes were published 
after his death.

Hokusai’s books were sold in urban bookshops 
and reached the provinces through travelling 
libraries. Aspiring painters across the country 
studied his art manuals. His warrior tales 
appealed to anyone interested in adventure, 
including adults, and his poetry books addressed 
an educated readership. Picture encyclopedias 
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such as The Great Picture Book were used to 
teach children.  

Image caption:

蔦屋重三郎の書店「耕書堂」の店先、『東遊』より

The bookshop of Tsutaya Jūzaburō, 
one of Hokusai’s publishers, from 
The Pleasures of the East (1799)
© Trustees of the British Museum

Quote on wall next to image:

‘[Hokusai] has produced 300-plus drawings of 
everything from Daoist immortals, Buddhist gods, 
scholar-officials and women, to birds, beasts, 
plants and trees. Nothing is lacking. He conjures 
deities with a wave of his brush.’

From the preface to Hokusai’s Sketches, vol. 1, 
1814 (Hokusai aged 55)

Hokusai’s published books
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Image caption on wall:

七福神(部分),『北斎漫画』1編より

Detail from The Seven Lucky Gods 
(Shichifukujin) from Hokusai’s Sketches 
(Hokusai manga) vol. 1 (1814)
© Trustees of the British Museum

『東都勝景一覧』

Fine Views of the Eastern Capital at a Glance, 
1800

In this two-volume poetry anthology, Hokusai 
depicts locations in his home city Edo 
(modern Tokyo). Beside the Sumida River, women 
from a restaurant bid farewell to two guests 
as their sleeves billow in the wind. The printed 
colours in this copy are beautifully preserved. 
During the late 1790s to early 1800s, Hokusai 
found a niche illustrating richly produced 
anthologies and prints for amateur poetry clubs.

Hokusai’s published books
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Colour woodblock-printed illustrated book 
Katsushika Hokusai 
1979,0305,0.438.1-2

『北斎漫画』

Hokusai’s Sketches, 1814–1878

From the 1810s, Hokusai achieved lasting fame 
with his series of drawing manuals entitled 
Hokusai’s Sketches (Hokusai manga). He 
personally described the drawings as ‘manga’, 
meaning ‘random sketches’. A few subjects from 
the series recur in the drawings for The Great 
Picture Book. For example, in the top right corner 
of these pages Wu Zixu supports a bronze vessel. 
This Chinese hero is also in the ‘China’ section 
of the 103 drawings. 

Colour woodblock-printed illustrated books
1814–1878
Katsushika Hokusai 
1979,0305,0.428.1–7,9-10

Hokusai’s published books
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『唐詩選画本　五言律』
Tang Poetry Illustrated: Five-character 
Eight-line Verse, 1833

The bold style that Hokusai developed for 
Chinese and warrior subjects served him well in 
the early 1830s. During this time, the publisher 
Kobayashi Shinbei (Sūzanbō), commissioned him 
to illustrate Tang Poetry Illustrated, an anthology 
of Tang-dynasty (AD 618–907) Chinese poems 
with Japanese translations. In a surviving letter, 
Hokusai instructs the block cutters working 
on the book exactly how to reproduce the eyes 
and noses in his drawings.

Woodblock-printed illustrated books
1833
Katsushika Hokusai
1979,0305,0.436.D.1-5

Hokusai’s published books
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『一老画譜』　八島岳亭画

Ichirō’s Painting Album by Yashima Gakutei, 
1823

A traveller crosses a bridge towards his home 
on a distant hill. The scene is printed using 
only three colours, but it has the quality of a 
Chinese ink painting. The misty atmosphere 
is achieved using carefully controlled gradation. 
Based mainly in Osaka, about 500 km west 
of Edo, Gakutei trained under Hokusai and 
Totoya Hokkei, eventually developing his own 
Chinese-inspired style.   

Colour woodblock-printed illustrated book 
1823
Yashima Gakutei (about 1768 – about 1868)
1979,0305,0.274

Hokusai’s published books
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『三才雪百首』『三才月百首』『三才花百首』　
魚屋北渓画

A World of Snow in One Hundred Verses 
A World of Full Moons in One Hundred Verses
A World of Cherry Blossoms in One Hundred 
Verses, 1828–30, by Totoya Hokkei

Totoya Hokkei was one of Hokusai’s closest and 
most successful students. Like his teacher, he 
often designed illustrations for books and prints 
commissioned by amateur poetry clubs. 

This three-volume set is based on the traditional 
Japanese theme of ‘snow, moon and flowers’ 
(setsugekka), natural motifs of winter, autumn 
and spring respectively. In the snow volume open 
here, aristocratic Japanese falconers pause for a 
snack at a roadside hut. The printed colours retain 
their original intensity.

Colour woodblock-printed illustrated books
1828–30
Totoya Hokkei (1780–1850)
1979,0305,0.293.a-c

Hokusai’s published books
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    鳥（上） 比翼（下）

A bird-of-paradise (top) and a jianjian (bottom)

In this expertly detailed drawing, Hokusai pairs a 
soaring bird-of-paradise (top) with the mythical 
Chinese jianjian (bottom), a conjoined husband
and wife bird with shared wings. The deft brush 
marks suggest the airiness of the birds’ feathers, 
as well as their otherworldly freedom and grace. 
This bold, dynamic work seems an apt expression 
of Hokusai’s own unfettered imagination. Skilfully 
compressed into a small frame, the composition 
would retain its integrity on almost any scale. 

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.96

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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The natural world

自然の世界 
The natural world
Hokusai’s animals and birds often engage 
the viewer with a distinctive, penetrating gaze. 
Some of his designs for The Great Picture Book 
recall illustrations in A Collection of Pictures to 
Enlighten the Young (1666), or a later edition, 
suggesting that he may have used this picture 
encylcopedia as a reference. 

The British Museum’s drawings for The Great 
Picture Book cover mainly land animals and birds, 
with only four illustrations of plants and minerals. 
Related drawings in the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, depict plants, fish and other natural 
subjects, but the planned scope of the project
is unknown.
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伝説の動物

Mythical beasts

In Hokusai’s day, pictures of mythical beasts were 
often believed to have a protective function. Some 
creatures like the kirin and baku had Buddhist 
origins, others like the hakutaku derived from 
Chinese mystical practices. Still others were 
popular inventions, such as the rhinoceros with a 
tortoise shell for a back, or the mermaid. Hokusai 
makes them appear perfectly real, as though he 
had seen them with his own eyes.

麒麟（右） 白澤（左）

Kirin (right) and hakutaku (left)

The kirin is a single-horned, cloven-hooved 
creature that heralds the appearance of a wise 
ruler. The hakutaku (literally ‘white swamp’) has 
five horns and nine eyes, and a face like an old 
man. It has the power to dispel various evils.

The natural world
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.90

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

麒麟（右） 貘（左）

Kirin (right) and baku (left)

Here, Hokusai depicts a variant type of kirin 
but declares that kirin ‘made similar to dragons 
are not correct’. The long-snouted baku is said 
to devour nightmares.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.94

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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犀（右） 海人（左）

Rhinoceros (right) and merperson (left)

Hokusai seems to have intended a female 
rhinoceros, which he depicts with a shell 
on its back, like that of a tortoise. The 
accompanying ‘sea person’ (left) is a kind of 
merfolk. The rat-like creature (bottom right) 
reportedly ‘enters a large fish by its mouth 
and eats its intestine and stomach’.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.62

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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野生の動物

Wild animals
 
In past centuries, Japan’s coasts and mountains 
were filled with native wildlife, including larger 
animals such as sea otters, bear, deer and 
wild boar. Water buffalo were domesticated in 
southern Japan, but here the animal displays a 
high-spirited independence. Tigers and leopards 
did not exist in Japan so, like many artists, 
Hokusai referred to earlier illustrations to bring his 
version of the creatures to life.

海獺（上） 水牛（下）

Sea otter and water buffalo

This drawing pairs two animals that are
at home in water, a sea otter and a water
buffalo which, the inscription says, can dive
to the bottom of the sea.
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.23

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

熊と滝（飛泉）

Bear under a waterfall

A bear under a waterfall waits patiently for 
fish to jump. Hokusai’s treatment of the 
water recalls the ‘claws’ of sea foam in his 
famous print ‘The Great Wave’. 

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.50

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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Picture caption: Detail of wave crests from 
Under the Wave off Kanagawa (1831) by 
Katsushika Hokusai.
Purchase funded by the Brooke Sewell Bequest 
with support from Art Fund.
© Trustees of the British Museum

𪋟 （ 右上） 猪（右下） 羆（ 左）

Deer, boar and bear

Here, Hokusai tells us that a deer is ‘frightened 
of its own shadow’.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.8

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).
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虎（右） 豹（左）
Tiger and leopard

Hokusai informs us that leopards are scared 
of tigers, while tigers are scared of brown 
bears. Similar comparisons occur in Chinese 
Tang-dynasty (AD 618–907) bestiaries
(books about animals).

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.20

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

Picture caption: Hokusai’s drawing combines the 
illustrations of a tiger (top) and leopard (bottom) 
from section 12, ‘Animals’, in volume 10 of A 
Collection of Pictures to Enlighten the Young 
(1666), by Nakamura Tekisai.
© National Diet Library, Tokyo, Japan
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Image on banner, detail:

      鳥(上)比翼(下) 
A bird-of-paradise (top) and a jianjian by 
Katsushika Hokusai. Illustration for The Great 
Picture Book of Everything, 1820s–40s.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.96

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).

林野の動物
Animals of the woods and fields

Hokusai’s animal drawings present a menagerie 
of land creatures, some of which exist in Japan. 
Insects appear in standard encyclopedias of the 
time and, had he completed The Great Picture 
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Book, Hokusai probably would have illustrated 
them as well. 

驢（右） 海馬（左）
Donkey and ‘seahorse’

Hokusai’s brush conveys the texture of the fur 
of a donkey and ’seahorse’. The donkey is given 
the alternate name ‘rabbit-horse’, probably for 
its ears.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.45

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

Picture caption: ‘Seahorse’ illustrated in volume 3 
of Hokusai’s Sketches 
(1815) by Katsushika Hokusai.
© Trustees of the British Museum
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雪中に撃たれた猪
Wild boar hunted and shot in the snow

A wild boar squeals in pain as a hunter’s bullet 
catches its side with a manga-like explosion.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.3

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

ヤマアラシ（右下） 綿羊（上） 麝香猫（左下）
Porcupine, goat and civet cat

A porcupine, goat and civet cat seem to be 
conversing. Hokusai captures the textural 
differences in their coats.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
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2020,3015.87

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

駱駝に乗る猩 （々右） 風狸（左上） 黒狐（左下）

Shōjō on a camel, flying raccoon-dog 
and black fox

Here Hokusai depicts a shōjō (mythical 
ape-like creature) seated on a camel, along with 
a flying raccoon-dog (fūri, top left) and black 
fox. By varying the density of his brush marks, 
he gives three-dimensional shape to the 
raccoon-dog’s bulky tail. To represent the fox’s 
softer fur, he combines brush marks with ink 
wash. Camels appear in several of Hokusai’s later 
illustrated books from the 1830s to 40s. He may 
have been inspired by the pair of camels that 
were brought to Japan in 1821 and displayed in 
Edo (modern-day Tokyo) in 1824.  
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.41

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

狼（右） 飛倉（左上） 蝙蝠（左中） 栗鼠（左下）

Wolf, flying squirrel, bat and tree squirrel

Divided into two sections, this drawing may 
portray nocturnal activity. On the right, a wolf 
settles on its haunches, as though to gaze 
at the waning moon. On the left a flying squirrel, 
bat and tree squirrel dart across the night sky. 

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.42

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
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contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

鼬、鼠に秋海棠

Weasel, rat and begonia

In the undergrowth near human habitation, a 
weasel sinks its teeth into a rat beside a flowering 
begonia. The discarded roof tile with a ‘triple 
comma’ design may place this animated scene in 
the vicinity of an official’s residence or perhaps a 
temple. A similar roof tile appears with a frog in a 
Hokusai painting album from 1834–5 (collection 
of Hokusaikan, Obuse). 

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.79

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).
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犬（右） 狐（左上） 狸（左下）
Dog, foxes and a raccoon-dog

Somewhere on a wild moor, white foxes and a 
raccoon-dog (tanuki, top left), flee as a hunting 
dog severs the throat of another white fox, 
(bottom right). Hokusai uses gradated ink wash 
to represent the dog’s markings. The same 
animals appear in Model Pictures Conveyed 
from the Heart (1818) and Hokusai’s Sketches, 
volume 15 (1878).  

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.15

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).
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猫に芙蓉

Two cats by hibiscus

An overgrown hibiscus serves as the backdrop 
to a wonderfully observed stand-off between two 
street cats. In Hokusai’s Sketches volume 14 
(published mid-1850s), a black-and-white pet cat 
similar to the one on the left carries a dead rat in 
its jaws. Hokusai also featured the hibiscus in the 
print ‘Hibiscus and sparrow’ from his series called 
‘Large Flowers’ (about 1831–2).

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.10

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

神峯の古樹

The old tree at Kōnomine
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The hollowed trunk of an ancient tree shelters 
a rustic shrine building and gateway. From the 
inscription, this may be the 900-year-old camphor 
tree that still grows on the grounds of Kōnomine 
shrine (formerly called Jinpōji temple), in Kōchi 
prefecture, Shikoku. Within the tree’s roots stands 
the Camphor-tree shrine, said to relieve nerve 
pain. The tree is designated a natural monument.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.57

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

水辺の鳥

Aquatic birds

Assorted water birds paddle around in pondweed. 
Hokusai has designed a balanced, nearly 
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symmetrical composition that still brims with 
movement and energy. Clockwise from top right 
are a little grebe, mallard duck, swan, mandarin 
duck and gull. Similar mallards feature in other 
works by Hokusai, including a scroll painting and 
printed book, in which Hokusai instructs how to 
paint a mallard and a little grebe. 

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.4

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

Picture caption: Mallard illustrated in volume 1 
of Picture Book: Essence of Colouring (1847), 
Katsushika Hokusai.
© Trustees of the British Museum

Picture caption: Mallard depicted in the hanging 
scroll painting Ducks in Flowing Water (1847), 
Katsushika Hokusai. 
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Gift of Sir William Gwynne-Evans.
© Trustees of the British Museum

様々な鳥類

Various species of bird

In this lively scene, birds of all kinds perch, 
swoop, dive and peck for food. Hokusai’s brush 
differentiates between the species and gives 
each bird an individual presence. Clockwise from 
top right: plover, moorhen, quail, dove, Japanese 
grosbeak, pheasant, pigeon and kingfisher. 
Volume 3 of Hokusai’s Sketches (1815) similarly 
teems with different kinds of birds.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.16

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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異国の鳥
Exotic birds

Exotic birds evoked foreign lands. Here 
(clockwise from top right) are a pet parrot 
tethered to a ring, a turkey next to a scarlet 
banana plant (Canna indica), Cabot’s tragopan 
and a pet cockatoo tethered to a perch. The 
cockatoo is said here to feed ‘on its own breast 
flesh’. Volume 2 of Picture Book: Essence of 
Colouring (1848) depicts two similar parrots 
tethered to perches. The subject goes back 
at least to the 1600s. A turkey appears in 
volume 3 of Hokusai’s Sketches (1815).

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.40

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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黒色鳥, 白色鳥

Black and white birds

This striking composition features black and 
white birds. Clockwise from top right are a 
Japanese ibis, a cormorant on a stump with 
water hyacinth (mizu aoi), a snipe and egret 
in reeds, and a crow flying in from the left. 
Hokusai often returned to the quirky cormorant, 
with its beady sideways stare. 

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.18

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

Picture caption: Cormorant depicted in the 
hanging scroll Cormorant on a post (1847), 
by Katsushika Hokusai. 
Gift of James Martin White.
© Trustees of the British Museum
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スドロイスホウゲル（右） 食火鶏（左）

Ostrich (right) and cassowary

Hokusai tells us that the ostrich (dachō, right), 
is native to Africa and the largest bird in the world, 
but warns not to confuse it with the cassowary 
(left). However, similar illustrations in his published 
books are consistently labelled simply ‘ostrich’. 

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.6

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).

 
囂鳥　錦鶏　白鷴（右上から時計回り）

The mythical kashimashidori bird and 
pheasants

Here Hokusai portrays birds with elongated tails 
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or tail feathers. The mythical kashimashidori 
(right) ‘cries like a magpie, has four wings, a dog’s 
tail and a single eye’. Hokusai has grouped it with 
a golden pheasant (centre) and silver pheasant 
(left). Hokusai explains how to paint golden 
pheasants in volume 1 of Picture Book: Essence 
of colouring (1848).

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.12

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

鳳凰（右） 孔雀（左）

Phoenix (right) and peacock

Traditional Chinese and Japanese illustrated 
encyclopedias typically paired the phoenix 
(right) with the peacock (left). Hokusai often 
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returned to the subject of phoenixes in printed 
books. The artist also painted a magnificent 
eight-panel phoenix folding screen (1835, 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston).

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.5

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

さまざまな鉱物と鼈甲（玳琩）

Various minerals and shells

Precious stones and minerals formed a large 
category in traditional picture encyclopedias. In 
this and the next drawing Hokusai depicts 13 
examples. Here we see (clockwise from top right) 
quartz, saltpetre, giant clam (shako), lapis lazuli, 
amber, rock crystal and tortoiseshell.
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Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.59

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

さまざまな石、鉱物、結晶体、珊瑚など

Precious stones and minerals

Following on from the minerals in the previous 
drawing, here we have (clockwise from top right) 
arsenic mineral, agate, sulphur chalcanthite, 
magnet (rock), jade and coral. Clinging to the 
magnetic rock are iron nails and a pair of pliers.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.14

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
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Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 

胡椒　蘓木　サフラン　丁子（右から）

Pepper, perilla, saffron and clove (right to left)

These four aromatic plants produce herbs and 
spices. From right to left are peppercorn, perilla 
(shiso), saffron and clove. Hokusai depicted 
peppercorn in volume 3 and clove in volume 4 of 
Tang Poetry Illustrated – Five-character Eight-line 
Verse (1833), and again in Old Manji’s Album 
of Cursive Drawings (1843). Peppercorn also 
appears in Hokusai’s Picture Album (1849).

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.77

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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椰子　鸚哥　頭を花にもった架空の木（右から）

Palm tree and myna bird, and an imaginary tree 
with heads for flowers (right to left)

A myna bird flies between a palm (right) and 
a mythical ‘human face-tree’ (ninmenju, left). 
According to the inscription, the flowers of 
the face-tree ‘fall quickly if it laughs or smiles 
continuously’. The inscription also mentions 
a parrot, perhaps because, like the myna, it 
imitates the human voice.

Ink on paper
1820s–40s
2020,3015.11

Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
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Quote on wall:

‘By age seventy-three I had acquired some 
understanding of the structure of birds, animals, 
insects and fish… Maybe when I am into 
my hundred-and-tens, each dot and each 
brushstroke will seem to have a life of its own.’

Katsushika Hokusai, postscript to One Hundred 
Views of Mt Fuji, vol. 1, 1834
(Hokusai aged 75)

The natural world
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Working together across the globe

北斎の絵入版本 
Working together across 
the globe

In 2020 Timothy Clark, former Head of the 
Japanese Section and now an Honorary 
Research Fellow at the British Museum, 
recommended that the Museum acquire 
Hokusai’s 103 drawings for The Great Picture 
Book of Everything. Since then, he has 
collaborated with scholars from Japan, Europe 
and the USA to deepen our understanding of 
the drawings, and of Hokusai’s life and work. 

This exhibition is based on a new British Museum 
publication, which presents the research and 
highlights the importance of international 
collaboration in furthering our understanding 
of Japanese culture past and present. 
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Quote on wall:

‘Hokusai is bigger than any one scholar can fully 
comprehend and his prolific works are scattered 
all around the globe. International collaboration is 
vital to ongoing research.’

Timothy Clark, Honorary Research Fellow, British 
Museum, 2021

世界の北斎専門家は展示の版下絵について
どう言っているのでしょうか？

What do Hokusai experts around the world 
say about the drawings?

Here we introduce some of the people who 
have inspired or worked on The Great Picture 
Book project, which is an offshoot of Late 
Hokusai: Thought, technique and society 
funded by the Arts and Humanities Research 
Council (AHRC, UK).

Working together across the globe
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ティモシー・クラーク

Timothy Clark

Honorary Research Fellow of the British Museum. 
Until 2019, Head of the Japanese Section, 
Department of Asia and a principal investigator 
of the AHRC research project Late Hokusai: 
Thought, technique, society. Lead curator, with 
Asano Shūgō, of the exhibition Hokusai: beyond 
the Great Wave (2017).

‘When I first saw the 103 drawings in October 
2019, I was totally amazed. They were 
completely unknown and promised many new 
avenues of research about Hokusai in his later 
years. Colleagues from around the world have 
generously helped to study them. We have 
learned so much in the last two years and there is 
surely plenty more to discover. It’s really exciting.’

Working together across the globe
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浅野 秀剛

ASANO Shūgō

Director of the Museum Yamato Bunkakan, Nara 
and the Abeno Harukas Art Museum, Osaka. 
Leading Hokusai scholar and co-curator of the 
British Museum exhibition Hokusai: beyond the 
Great Wave (2017). Dr Asano has made a special 
study of the seals used on Hokusai’s paintings 
and shared a vital opinion concerning the text 
page associated with the drawings:

‘I think these drawings are wonderful hanshita-e  
by Hokusai, however I have doubts concerning
the associated text page. I think that the content 
and style of calligraphy were copied from other 
works by Hokusai. Also, Hokusai never used two 
seals together (and these are based on seals 
from his printed books). This text page was 
probably fabricated in order to add a ‘Hokusai’ 
name to the unsigned drawings.’

Working together across the globe
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セーラ E.トンプソン

Sarah E. Thompson 

Curator, Japanese Art, Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston. Hokusai scholar and author of a number 
of books on Japanese prints and print culture, 
including Hokusai’s Lost Manga (2016) and 
Hokusai’s Landscapes (2019).

‘It’s very exciting to be part of the ongoing 
research on Hokusai at the British Museum and 
elsewhere, especially given the close relationship 
between the newly acquired drawings exhibited 
here and the ones at the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston. Even though Hokusai is such a very 
well-known artist, there are still many interesting 
questions to be investigated regarding his 
sources of inspiration, his creative process and 
his impact on the world.’

Working together across the globe
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ロジャー・キーズ

Roger Keyes (1942–2020)

Leading scholar of Japanese prints and illustrated 
books. Co-author of an unpublished catalogue 
raisonné (critical catalogue) of Hokusai’s sheet 
prints. Senior adviser to the AHRC project Late 
Hokusai: Thought, technique, society.

‘Hokusai made many corrections and changes 
to the drawings. He made these changes on 
separate sheets of paper that he then cut and 
pieced into the original sheet. This avoided 
ambiguity and misunderstanding for the block 
cutter.
 
A proof that Hokusai (and not a pupil or ‘copyist’) 
drew these hanshita-e is that he drew long 
straight lines in buildings, for example, in short 
segments. This was a distinctive mannerism, or 
habit, that I have seen in other Hokusai drawings 
of the mid- to late 1820s.’

Working together across the globe
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安原 明夫

YASUHARA Akio

Formerly professor of economics at Brown 
University, Rhode Island, USA. Hokusai scholar, 
pupil of Roger Keyes. Translator of Biography  
of Katsushika Hokusai (1893) by Iijima Kyoshin.

‘Inscriptions on the drawings prove Hokusai’s 
familiarity with Chinese books, which were also 
bridges to the world beyond China. Hokusai 
worked with scholars in Chinese classics, 
Buddhism in India and Western sciences. 
His curiosity also spanned poetry, wordplay, 
geometry, mathematical puzzles, cuisine and 
more – as shown in his early books. Their pages 
are filled with encrypted messages with pictorial 
hints, just like these fascinating 103 drawings.’

Working together across the globe
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Image right:

Figures from India and China introduce 
The Great Picture Book of Everything 
(1820s–40s).
© Trustees of the British Museum

Image caption next to banner:

羅漢図(部分)

Detail from The Buddha’s disciples 
studying texts. Illustration for The Great 
Picture Book of Everything (1820s–40s)
© Trustees of the British Museum
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The evolving wave

進化しつづける「グレ
ート・ウェーブ」
The evolving ‘Wave’
Somewhere between 5,000 and 15,000 
copies of Hokusai’s famous print Under the 
Wave off Kanagawa (1831), popularly called 
‘The Great Wave’, were printed during the 
Edo period (1615–1868). They were 
produced by hand, so no two were identical, 
and relatively few have survived. 

Following a method pioneered by Roger Keyes, 
British Museum scientist Capucine Korenberg 
is searching for surviving impressions of ‘The
Great Wave’. She has located 111, of which 
the British Museum holds three from the Edo 
period. By identifying small differences visible 
to the trained eye, her research uncovers the 
history of the original woodblocks and the 
evolving interpretation of Hokusai’s design. 
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進化しつづける「グレート・ウェーブ」

The evolving ‘Wave’

British Museum scientist Capucine 
Korenberg explains how we can spot 
small differences between various 
impressions of ‘The Great Wave’. 

Duration: about 2 minutes

Quote on wall:

‘I’m never bored of looking at The Wave… I fell in 
love so much with this print that I wanted to try to 
find [out] everything I could about it.’

Capucine Korenberg, British Museum scientist, 
2021

The evolving wave
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神奈川沖浪裏（グレート・ウェーブ）

Under the Wave off Kanagawa 
(‘The Great Wave’)

Fishermen cower in three skiffs as a giant 
storm-wave bears down on them. Mt Fuji can 
be seen low in the hollow of the wave. The print 
is from Hokusai’s celebrated series Thirty-six 
Views of Mt Fuji. The rectangular cartouche 
names the series and the title of the print. 
Hokusai’s signature appears to the left: Hokusai 
aratame Iitsu hitsu (‘Brush of Iitsu, changed from 
Hokusai’). The gap in the wave line on the right 
suggests that this impression was made in the 
mid-1800s. This gap was caused by a break in 
the corresponding fine ridge of the woodblock, 
most likely due to heavy use.

Colour woodblock print
1831
Katsushika Hokusai
1937,0710,0.147

Gift of Charles Hazelwood Shannon
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神奈川沖浪裏（グレート・ウェーブ） 現代木版複製

A modern woodblock reproduction of Under 
the Wave off Kanagawa (‘The Great Wave’)

This modern woodblock reproduction was made 
in an attempt to recreate the colours of Hokusai’s 
original as closely as possible. The colours 
are based on an example of the design in the 
collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York. 
 
Colour-woodblock print
2017
Printed by: Takahashi Kōbō 
After: Katsushika Hokusai
2017,3070.1 

Gift of Takahashi Yukiko
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江戸時代版と現代木版複製の違いを見つけてみ
ましょう

Spot the differences between the 
Edo-period impression and the modern 
woodblock reproduction of ‘The Great 
Wave’.

Picture captions:

Edo-period impression.  
Bequest of Charles Hazelwood Shannon
 
Modern woodblock reproduction. 
Gift of Takahashi Yukiko

Key

In the Edo-period impression (above) parts 
of a boat have been printed light grey, while 
they are left white in the modern woodblock 
reproduction (below).

The evolving wave
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In the Edo-period impression, where a wave 
crest has no connecting stroke, one has been 
added in the modern woodblock 
reproduction.

A stroke is straight in the Edo-period 
impression, while it is curved in the modern 
woodblock reproduction.

Picture caption:

神奈川沖浪裏（部分）

Image: Detail from Under the Wave 
off Kanagawa (‘The Great Wave’, 1831) 
by Katsushika Hokusai 

Bequest of Charles Hazelwood Shannon 
© Trustees of the British Museum
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Object mounts
Colin Lindley

All images copyright the Trustees of the British 
Museum unless otherwise stated. 

As part of the Museum’s efforts to lessen 
its environmental impact, materials, fittings 
and equipment are reused where possible. 
The Museum aims to make its exhibitions as 
sustainable as possible, sharing best practice, 
resources and the latest innovations with other 
museums and galleries.
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Find out more
Events
Learn more about Hokusai, his rediscovered 
drawings and 19th-century Japan in our 
programme of events, including talks from 
Museum curators and discussions between 
leading experts. For details visit 
britishmuseum.org/hokusai

Related displays and galleries
Japan (Rooms 92–94, The Mitsubishi 
Corporation Japanese Galleries)

Shopping
Browse a range of gifts and products inspired by 
the work of Hokusai, including the accompanying 
exhibition book, available for £20 when you buy 
from the Museum (RRP £25). Shop via our 
on-site store or online at 
britishmuseumshoponline.org

Find out more
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Join in online
Share your experience using #HokusaiDrawings

Uncover more about Hokusai and the story 
behind The Great Picture Book of Everything 
over on the British Museum blog – visit blog.
britishmuseum.org  

Become a Member
If you enjoyed Hokusai: The Great Picture Book 
of Everything, become a Member and visit again 
for free. Membership gives you 12 months of 
unlimited entry to all exhibitions including 
Peru: a journey in time and a forthcoming show 
on the world of Stonehenge.

Join on-site now to redeem the price of your 
exhibition ticket and enjoy a special discount of 
20% off any purchases you make today in the 
Museum’s shops*. Individual Membership starts at 

Find out more
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£69**, with Joint Membership and guest facilities 
also available.

Member benefits include:
• Free unlimited entry to exhibitions
• Exclusive online and on-site events
• Access to the Members’ Room
• The British Museum Magazine 

Ask at the exhibition entrance or the Membership 
Desk in the Great Court.

You can also join online at britishmuseum.org/
membership

*Valid on day of joining on-site only, 10% discount 
applies thereafter  
**Based on an annually recurring payment by 
Direct Debit. 

Find out more
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Shop
A range of products inspired by this 
exhibition can be found in the Great 
Court Shops and online at 
www.britishmuseumshoponline.org
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	Wu Zixu leans over to write, while wearing a gentle smile, as though hardly feeling the weight at all. The composition filling the page is characteristic of Hokusai’s work.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.65
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: Wu Zixu illustrated in volume 1 of Hokusai’s Sketches (1814) by Katsushika Hokusai.© Trustees of the British Museum
	Image on banner, detail:
	周生、道術を使って雲を梯子に月輪をとる
	Daoist master Zhou Sheng ascends a cloud-ladder to the moon
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	冒険談
	Tales of adventure
	Hokusai’s ‘China’ illustrations lead the viewer on inspiring adventures. They include Daoist masters who could fly, a cunning general, and a warrior subduing a giant snake. We also find torches that never extinguish, a severed head leaping out of a boiling cauldron to exact revenge on its enemies, and the monkey hero of the Ming-dynasty novel Journey to the West (Xiyouji). These subjects 
	fall outside the range of standard picture encyclopedias but are within Hokusai’s repertoire.
	周の霊王太子、鶴に乗る（上）　晋の陶侃、翼の生える夢を見る（下）
	A princely son of King Ling of the Zhou rides a crane; Tao Kan of the Jin dreams he has wings and can travel the world
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.99
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	玄奘と孫悟空、大般若経を求めて天竺にいたる
	Xuanzang (right) and Sun Wukong  (Monkey King) from the Ming-dynasty  novel Journey to the West (Xiyouji)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.75
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	漢の劉邦、芒湯山に白蛇を斬る
	Liu Bang of the Han beheads the white snake on Mt Mangdang
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.69
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: Liu Bang illustrated in volume 3 of Illustrated Narratives of the War of Han and Chu (about 1843) by Katsushika Hokusai.© Trustees of the British Museum
	魏の宋雲、熊耳山にて達摩の霊に出逢う
	On Mt Xiong’er, Song Yun of the Wei worships the spirit of Bodhidharma, the founder of Chan (Zen) Buddhism
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.21
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	子房、九里山にて簫で哀歌を奏でて敵の士気をくじく
	On Mt Jiuli, Zifang (seated in the mountains at upper right) demoralises the enemy by playing a melancholy tune
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.80
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	眉間尺の頭、釜から飛び出して仇を討つ
	The head of Meijian Chi springs from a boiling cauldron and takes revenge on his enemies
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.30
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: Sketch for the drawing of Meijian Chi by Katsushika Hokusai, from Collection of Sketches by Hokusai.© Bibliothèque nationale de France
	武帝が丹豹の髓で作った燭は暴風雨にも消えず
	Using the marrow of a red leopard, Emperor Wu designed torches that remained lit even in torrential rain
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.102
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	鄭公、蓮葉を用いて酒を飲む（右）　酒を吹き雨となして古郷の火災を収める（左）
	Drinking wine through the pierced stem of a lotus leaf (right); spraying wine to extinguish a fire blazing miles away (left)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.92
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	季謩、月夜に笛を吹く（上）　張子和、舟を家として浮家と称す（下）
	Li Mo plays the sheng pipes on a moonlit night; Zhang Zihe reads on the boat he called a ‘floating home’
	As well as adventurous mystics and warriors, Hokusai’s drawings portray gifted Chinese eccentrics. These include scholarly recluses, Chan (Zen) monks and the historical general Zheng Zilong, who was caught up in the tumultuous transition from the Ming dynasty (1368–1644) to the Qing dynasty (1636–1912). 
	Though socially isolated in their own time, these figures still contributed to the formation of cultural ideals. Hokusai’s sources for the stories are unknown.  
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.26
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	海の魔物、船を攻める
	The sea monster assails a ship
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.13
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	梁の誌公禅師、杖で泉を涌かす（右）　偓佺、松の実を食して飛行する（左）
	With his staff, Zhi Gong produces a gushing fresh-water spring (right); Wo Quan eats pine nuts and becomes a flying immortal
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.58
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: Zhi Gong illustrated in volume 3 of Tang Poetry Illustrated: Seven-character Eight-line Verse (1836) by Katsushika Hokusai. © Trustees of the British Museum
	鄭芝龍、砲術で海の魔物をおびやかす
	Zheng Zhilong threatens a sea monster with a gun
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.43
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	林逋、二羽の鶴を愛す（右）　齢千年の亀、蓮葉の上に遊ぶ（左）
	Poet Lin Bu’s pet cranes; 1000-year-old turtles climbing on lotus leaves
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.89
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
	Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	呉山蔧、九僊山に碁を打つ二人の霊を見る
	Wu Sangui encounters two ghosts playing Go on Mt Jiuxian
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.25
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	百丈禅師、狐に説法する（右）　盤山、猪肉を食す（左）
	Chan master Baizhang leads foxes to enlightenment (right); Panshan eats wild boar meat, having learned about universal good from a butcher
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.68
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	僧舩子德诚、夾山を海にたたき落とす
	The Boatman Monk Decheng knocks Jiashan into the sea
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.93
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	周生、道術を使って雲を梯子に月輪をとる
	Daoist master Zhou Sheng ascends a cloud-ladder to the moon
	Zhou Sheng was a Daoist master who used his powers to benefit the poor. One day during the Autumn Moon Festival, he stayed at a Buddhist temple and overheard a group of pilgrims lamenting that they would never see the legendary Palace of the Moon for themselves. Thereupon, Zhou fashioned a ladder of clouds, climbed to the moon and descended with it for the pilgrims to see.  
	Hokusai depicts the story’s climax – Zhou climbs higher than the highest peak and seizes the moon as easily as plucking an apple from a tree. The story is recorded in the Extensive Records of the Taiping Era (AD 978).
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.37
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	大鳥の卵殻の中で雨宿り
	A Confucian scholar and his attendants shelter from the rain inside the empty shell of a giant peng bird
	Caught in a driving rainstorm, a travelling Confucian scholar and his attendants find temporary shelter within the empty shell of an egg laid by the mythical peng bird. The scholar wears a black hood and white robe with full sleeves. The attendants wear patterned short robes and cloth head-coverings. On the surface, this drawing may have a strange and exotic appearance but, fundamentally, Hokusai has given us an accessible and almost familiar genre scene. This kind of subject appears throughout his work. Th
	depth and atmosphere. The lively dotting in the foliage is characteristic of Hokusai’s later style.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.47
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	民俗信仰
	Folk beliefs
	Hokusai’s China drawings include New Year’sfolk customs and popular folk narratives. In drawing 1, a demon avoids an entrance marked with a peach-wood talisman (taofu). In drawing 2, evil mountain spirits scatter in the wake of exploding firecrackers. In drawing 3, Hokusai associates the mythical undersea Palace of the Dragon King with the southern Ryūkyū island 
	chain that links Japan and China. The strange rock in the foreground and the stone bridge signify ‘China’. The palace features in Japanese folk tales.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s
	1: A demon avoids a door marked with a peach-wood charm at New Year2020,3015.82
	2: Evil mountain spirits flee before exploding firecrackers 2020,3015.100
	3: A vision of the Palace of the Dragon King 2020,3015.29
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	異国の人々
	People of foreign lands
	Though prevented from travelling, Japanese people continued to be interested in other lands and cultures. The next eight drawings show figures mainly from East, Southeast and Central Asia. Hokusai then switches to fanciful lands. These figures are standard for encylopedias of the time. Hokusai, however, brings them to life almost as individuals. The central figure in the third drawing is a Portuguese man in 16th- or early 17th-century attire. During the Edo period (1615–1868), Europeans were known as ‘South
	天竺　中国　高麗（右から）
	Men from India, China and Korea (right to left)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.73
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	安南　呂宋　琉球（右から）
	Men from Vietnam, Philippines and Ryūkyū (right to left)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.74
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	蒙古　女真　シヤムロ（右から）
	People of Mongolia, Jurchen and Siam[Thailand] (right to left)
	Ink on paper
	1820s–40s2020,3015.95
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	東夷　南蠻　東番（右から）
	Emishi [people of northeast Japan], Southern barbarian [Portuguese] and Taiwanese (right to left)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.86
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	長人国　短人国　長臂国（右から）
	Inhabitants of the Land of Tall People, Land of Short People and Land of Long-armed People (right to left)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.67
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	羽民国　狗国女　文身国（右から）
	A figure from the land of winged people, a woman from the land of dogs and a manfrom the land of tattooed people (right to left)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.78
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	長     国 　占城　崑崙坊（右から）
	People from the land of the long-legged,Champa [central Vietnam] and South SeaIslands (right to left)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.48
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	長耳国　飛頭蛮　胸穴国（右から）
	Three exotic peoples: A man with long ears and a long-necked man stretching for 
	a light from a man with a hole in his chest (right to left)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.7
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	How were Hokusai’s prints made?
	北斎の版画はどう作られた？ 
	How were Hokusai’s  prints made?
	Hokusai’s prints are all woodblock prints.  His final-stage drawing (hanshita-e) was pasted onto a block of mountain cherry wood. A block cutter (hori-shi) then cut along the artist’s lines with a chisel. The resulting outline block or ‘key-block’ (omohan) was inked and printed. The first few outline prints were used to cut any blocks required to add colour to a design.
	The publisher (hanmoto) commissioned the artist, coordinated the block-cutting and printing, and handled distribution and sales. Possession of the woodblocks constituted copyright. If The Great Picture Book had been published, Hokusai’s original drawings would have been destroyed during the print-making process.
	現代の木版用具
	Modern woodblock printing tools
	These are modern examples of the same materials and tools used to make woodblock prints during the Edo period (1615–1868). They include a block of polished mountain cherry wood (yamazakura), a beginner’s set of cutting tools, a modern cherry wood printing-block carved for a reproduction of Hokusai’s print popularly called ‘The Great Wave’, and a printer’s pad (baren).  
	The cut woodblock is a ‘key-block’ (omohan). To make a printer’s pad, a coil of braided bamboo bark is sandwiched between two layers of lacquered paper. Block cutters and printers usually trained for around ten years. Their professional skills determined the quality of the final print or book.
	1: Uncut printing-blockPolished mountain cherry wood20172017,3071.1
	2: Cutting tools Steel and wood Late 1900s – early 2000s
	3: Modern printing-block cut for a reproduction of ‘The Great Wave’Suga Kayoko (born 1977) Mountain cherry wood20172017,3069.1
	Purchase made possible by the JTI Japanese Acquisition Fund
	4: Printer’s pad Bamboo twine, lacquered paper and bamboo leafLate 1800s – early 1900sOA+.7399
	三国妖狐伝
	Tales of the Mysterious Fox of China, Japan and India
	Hokusai designed single-sheet colour prints for most of his career, until the late 1830s. This early design by him shows King Zhou’s evil mistress watching her victims suffer. She is actually a nine-tailed fox in disguise. This is a rare example of the design. The same story features earlier in the exhibition in one of Hokusai’s brush drawings for The Great Picture Book of Everything.
	Colour woodblock print, diptych1807Katsushika Hokusai1914,0110,0.1
	Gift of Sir Robert Leicester Harmsworth
	鬼児嶋弥太郎 西法院赤坊主
	Onikojima Yatarō and Saihō-in Aka-bōzu wrestle for a large bronze bell
	The gradation across the bell from blue to green is a beautiful example of the printer’s art. By the 1830s, Hokusai had developed a bold style that served him well in depicting the kind of action scene presented here, and in many of the ‘China’ and ‘India’ drawings in The Great Picture Book.
	Colour woodblock print1830sKatsushika Hokusai1906,1220,0.488
	神奈川沖浪裏（グレート・ウェーブ）
	Under the Wave off Kanagawa (‘The Great Wave’)
	Hokusai’s print Under the Wave off Kanagawa 
	(often called ‘The Great Wave’), is probably the most famous work by a Japanese artist. It is a colour woodblock print, made through the same collaborative process as every print and book published during the Edo period (1615–1868). Due to the woodblock printing process, Hokusai’s original drawing for ‘The Great Wave’ does not survive. Early impressions, such as this one, bring us closer to understanding the artist’s original conception.
	Colour woodblock print 1831Katsushika Hokusai1906,1220,0.533
	木版印刷
	Woodblock printing
	This film shows how colour woodblock prints are made. It presents a contemporary artist’s application of the traditional technique.  
	The design is on thin, high-quality Mino paper (usu-Minoshi), which is pasted to the block. The chisel removes areas of wood between the lines. Ink is applied to the raised lines that make the design. The artist’s original drawing is sacrificed to the process of making the woodblock.
	The film is silent. Duration: about 2 minutes
	Quote on wall above AV:
	Noses: Please cut the noses [in my drawings] according to these two types… You are familiar with the noses of the Utagawa school, but they are contrary to the art of painting.’
	Letter from Hokusai to the block cutter Sugita Kinsuke, regarding his illustrations in a volume of Tang Poetry Illustrated, 1833–6 (Hokusai aged mid-70s)
	Quote on wall above AV:
	‘Eyes: Please cut the eyes [in my drawings] without adding lids under them. 
	Letter from Hokusai to the block cutter Sugita Kinsuke, regarding his illustrations in a volume of Tang Poetry Illustrated, 1833–6 (Hokusai aged mid-70s)
	India and Buddhism
	インドと仏教 
	India and Buddhism
	For Hokusai and his contemporaries, the Indian subcontinent was the land of the historical Buddha Shakyamuni. The first few ‘India’ drawings relate to the Buddhist faith. Others portray episodes from the 400s to 300s BC, when Buddhism was founded. Hokusai presents the narratives with an almost palpable sense of excitement, as though he were discovering them for the first time. 
	Stories of Buddhist gods and Indian kings had circulated widely for centuries in Japan. We do not know how Hokusai studied Buddhism and ancient India, but he is known to have chanted the Lotus Sutra and to have kept a Buddhist shrine at home.
	龍頭観音菩薩
	Avalokiteśvara seated on the head of a dragon
	Avalokiteśvara (Kannon in Japanese), the Buddhist deity of compassion, is believed to have 33 different forms. Here, as ‘Dragon-head Avalokiteśvara’, the deity appears seated on the head of a flying dragon. In his drawing, Hokusai has combined two types of brushwork – formal lines to depict the deity and more informal brush marks for the dragon and atmospheric clouds. A similar composition appears in Hokusai’s Album Drawn True-to-Life (1814) displayed nearby. In the drawing, Hokusai has deepened the concept
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.46
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	『北斎写真画譜』より龍頭観音菩薩図
	Avalokiteśvara seated on the head of a dragon in Hokusai’s Album Drawn True-to-Life, 1814
	Colour woodblock-printed illustrated book1814Katsushika Hokusai1979,0305,0.443
	摩醯首羅王　阿修羅王　乾闥婆王（右から）
	Maheśvara, Asura and Gandharva (right to left)
	This and the next drawing depict the six Heavenly Kings, who are among the Eight Classes of Protectors of Buddhism. The same figures appear in the popular printed encyclopedia, Illustrated Compendium of Buddhist Images (1690, revised 1792). Hokusai reinvented his static models as dynamic, energetic beings.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.24
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	摩睺羅王　 緊那羅王　迦楼羅王（右から）
	Mahoraga, Kimnara and Garuda(right to left)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.66
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	波羅門　神童・天童　外道（右から）
	A Brahmin, the heavenly child and a non-believer (right to left)
	The central figure is a protector of Buddhism called the ‘divine child’ (shindō) or ‘heavenly child’ (tendō). On the right an Indian holy man, a Brahmin, offers prayers, while the ‘non-believer’ (gedō) on the left sits in ignorance. 
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.64
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: Sketches for the Brahmin (right) and non-believer (left) by Katsushika Hokusai, from Collection of Sketches by Hokusai.© Bibliothèque nationale de France
	跋難陀龍王　和修吉龍王　難陀龍王（右から）
	The Dragon Kings Upananda, Vāsuki and Nanda (right to left)
	This and the next two drawings depict the Eight Great Dragon Kings and the Dragon Princess. Several wear dragon-head crowns and carry wish-granting jewels. They are protectors of Buddhism. The Lotus Sutra, a central Buddhist 
	text, describes how the Dragon Kings assembled with other deities and the Buddha’s disciples (arhats) to hear the teachings of the Buddha. The Dragon Kings derived originally from Indian serpent deities. 
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.63
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	摩那斯龍王　優鉢羅龍王　娑竭羅龍王（右から）
	The Dragon Kings Manasvin, Utpalaka and Sāgara (right to left)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.53
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	徳叉迦龍王 　阿那婆達多龍王　八歳之龍女（右から）
	The Dragon Kings Taksaka and Anavatapta and the Dragon Princess (right to left)
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.9
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	仏法を守護する鬼神
	Buddhist guardian figures with four Buddhist sayings
	Four demons brandishing swords and spears personify the Four Noble Truths realised by the Buddha at his enlightenment. From right to left: ‘Freedom from desire is true bliss’; ‘Going beyond life and death and entering Nirvana’; ‘The law of creation and destruction’; ‘All worldly things are impermanent’. Volume 5 of Hokusai’s Sketches (1816) includes an image of four similar demons and the same expressions surrounding a giant temple bell, with the title ‘Temple demons of the four sayings’.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.88
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: Buddhist guardian figures with four Buddhist sayings, illustrated in volume 5 of Hokusai’s Sketches (1816) by Katsushika Hokusai. © Trustees of the British Museum
	羅漢図
	The Buddha’s direct disciples (arhats) 
	These four drawings depict arhats (rakan in Japanese), or human disciples of the Buddha who have advanced along the path of enlightenment but not attained full Buddhahood. They appear in groups of various sizes: six, eight, 16 (as here), 100 and even 500. 
	Arhats are typically portrayed as Indian holy men in monastic robes. Each has a personal attribute. This group of drawings presents them as genial and approachable old men. Hokusai’s brushwork is precise, controlled and seemingly effortless.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s
	1: Pindola Bhāradvāja, Kanaka Bhāradvāja, Kanakavatsa and Subinda, 2020,3015.84
	2: Nakula, Kālika, Bhadra and Gopaka, 2020,3015.70
	3: Rāhula, Panthaka, Nāgasena and Vajriputra, 2020,3015.38
	4: Vanavāsin, Ajita, Angaja and Cūdapanthaka, 2020,3015.51
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	流離王雷死
	A bolt of lightning strikes Virūdhaka dead
	Virūdhaka was a king of Kosala during the lifetime of the historical Buddha, Shakyamuni. He plotted 
	to annihilate the Buddha’s family, the Shaka clan. However, as foretold by the Buddha, a bolt of lightning struck Virūdhaka dead during a victory banquet. The exploding rays of Hokusai’s lightning bolt prefigure modern manga by about a century. Virūdhaka’s robes whirl around him as he is thrown backwards off his feet. Rays seem to burst in three dimensions, out through his sides and behind him, as well as towards the viewer. 
	Ink on paper 1820s–40s2020,3015.81
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: Sketch for Virūdhaka by Katsushika Hokusai, from Collection of Sketches by Hokusai.© Bibliothèque nationale de France
	Image on banner, detail:
	流離王雷死
	A bolt of lightning strikes Virūdhaka dead by Katsushika Hokusai. Illustration for The Great Picture Book of Everything, 1820s–40s.
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	天竺霊鷲山（右） 摩伽鉄囲山（左）      祇園精舎
	Vulture Peak (right) and the ‘Iron Encircling Mountains’ Jetavana vihāra monastery
	These two drawings depict locations associated with the historical Buddha. Vulture Peak was a favourite retreat of the Buddha and his disciples, and the site of famous sermons. Also depicted in the drawing are the ‘Iron Encircling Mountains’ (Cakravada-parvata), a ring of mountains that, according to ancient Indian belief, binds and 
	protects the world. The next drawing shows Jetavana vihāra (‘Jeta’s Grove Monastery’). This large temple complex in the ancient kingdom of Kosala was built and donated to the Buddha by his disciple–patron, Anāthapindada.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s
	Top: Vulture Peak and the ‘Iron Encircling Mountains’, 2020,3015.31
	Bottom: Jetavana vihāra monastary, 2020,3015.33
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	仏陀の過去世
	The many lives of the Buddha
	The Buddha is believed to have had many lives. In drawing 1, an immortal foretells that the King of Central India will be reborn as the Buddha Shakyamuni, while the immortal himself will be reborn as the monk Devadatta. Monk Devadatta trained under Buddha Shakyamuni but later turned against him. In the Lotus Sutra he is the archetypal evil-doer. In drawing 2, he summons a host of evil spirits. Drawing 3 shows the Buddha’s physician, Jīvaka, receiving the branches of the magical ‘Medicine King Tree’. In draw
	Ink on paper1820s–40s
	1: The King of Central India (the Buddha in a previous life) and an immortal (Devadatta in a previous life), 2020,3015.49
	2: Devadatta surrounded by evil spirits, 2020,3015.60
	3: Jīvaka receiving branches of the ‘Medicine King Tree’, 2020,3015.56
	4: Lord Visvakarman creates an image of the Buddha that bows to Sāriputra, 2020,3015.83
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	釈迦の弟子　目犍連（目連）（上）と摩訶迦葉（大迦葉）（下）
	The Buddha’s disciples Maudgalyāyana and Mahākāśyapa
	These two drawings depict two of the Buddha’s leading disciples. In the first, Maudgalyāyana subdues a wild beast similar to a giant ox. He will use the beast’s skin to make a drum. The story may relate to a Buddhist folk tale about an ox that 
	sacrificed its own skin so that the Buddha could make a drum to scare off a tiger. The 
	disciple’s bent profile mirrors the silhouette of the tamed creature. 
	Another of the Buddha’s disciples, Mahākāśyapa, led the monastic community after the Buddha’s death. He was known for his religious practices. Here, he conjures a poisonous dragon in a cave. His triangular form facing the viewer conveys a sense of composure and unshakeable authority.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s
	Top: Maudgalyāyana subdues a wild beast, 2020,3015.71
	Bottom: Mahākāśyapa conjures a poisonous dragon in a cave, 2020,3015.39
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	木乃伊（ミイラ）あるいは蜜人
	Mummified flesh or mellified (honey) man
	Flesh mummified in honey for 100 years reportedly had medicinal properties. The man wearing a mask appears to be cutting off a slice of mummified flesh to offer to a chieftain. Their curly hair and whiskers suggest that these figures are Indian.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.32
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).
	班足王
	Kalmāsapāda
	Indian King Kalmāsapāda sits on a lion. According 
	to legend he was born of a lioness. The Treatise on the Great Perfection of Wisdom tells how Kalmāsapāda swore to capture and devour a thousand kings, but relented when he saw the upright King Śrutasoma (known in Japan as Fumei Chōja).
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.52
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	普明長者と妖狐
	Fumei Chōja and a fox-spirit
	Fumei Chōja is the Japanese name for Indian King Śrutasoma. Here he holds a scroll, presumably used to conjure the nine-tailed fox-spirit emerging from the clouds. Tales of 
	mischievous fox-spirits who took the form of beautiful women in India, China and Japan, were popular in Japan in Hokusai’s day.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.19
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	風俗
	Genre scenes
	Hokusai’s ‘India’ drawings include two genre scenes. In one drawing, two attendants care for a gentle elephant. With characteristic humour, Hokusai places one attendant half-hidden behind the creature (far left).  
	In the other drawing, travellers race for cover 
	during a sandstorm. Here Hokusai reveals his delight in drawing the human figure, as legs fly and hands grip hats and protective mats. The inscription identifies the location as Quicksand River in India, perhaps referencing the mythological Moving Sands (or Flowing Sands) mentioned in the Ming-dynasty (1368–1644) novel Journey to the West. The Moving Sands have been associated with the Taklamakan Desert in modern Xinjiang Province, China.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s
	Right: Looking after a large elephant, 2020,3015.44
	Left: Escaping a sandstorm, 2020,3015.72
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Hokusai’s Sketches (Hokusai manga), vol. 8Colour woodblock-printed illustrated book
	1819Katsushika Hokusai1979,0305,0.428.8
	Quote on wall:
	‘[Hokusai] can dip any implement in ink and draw a picture: a rice measure, an egg, a sake bottle, a bamboo basket. He can draw left-handed with skill…’ 
	From the entry on Hokusai in Assorted Thoughts on Ukiyo-e, Expanded Edition, 1844 (Hokusai aged 85)
	Hokusai’s published books
	北斎の絵入版本
	Hokusai’s published illustrated books
	For fifty years, publishers commissioned Hokusai to illustrate scenes of daily life, warrior tales, anthologies of Chinese poetry, and art manuals such as Hokusai’s Sketches (Hokusai manga, 1814–78). The artist designed illustrations for almost 270 books, many with multiple volumes each containing ten to twenty illustrations. Some volumes were published after his death.
	Hokusai’s books were sold in urban bookshops and reached the provinces through travelling libraries. Aspiring painters across the country studied his art manuals. His warrior tales appealed to anyone interested in adventure, including adults, and his poetry books addressed an educated readership. Picture encyclopedias 
	such as The Great Picture Book were used to teach children.  
	Image caption:
	蔦屋重三郎の書店「耕書堂」の店先、『東遊』より
	The bookshop of Tsutaya Jūzaburō, one of Hokusai’s publishers, from The Pleasures of the East (1799)© Trustees of the British Museum
	Quote on wall next to image:
	‘[Hokusai] has produced 300-plus drawings of everything from Daoist immortals, Buddhist gods, scholar-officials and women, to birds, beasts, plants and trees. Nothing is lacking. He conjures deities with a wave of his brush.’
	From the preface to Hokusai’s Sketches, vol. 1, 1814 (Hokusai aged 55)
	Image caption on wall:
	七福神(部分),『北斎漫画』1編より
	Detail from The Seven Lucky Gods (Shichifukujin) from Hokusai’s Sketches (Hokusai manga) vol. 1 (1814)© Trustees of the British Museum
	『東都勝景一覧』
	Fine Views of the Eastern Capital at a Glance, 1800
	In this two-volume poetry anthology, Hokusai depicts locations in his home city Edo (modern Tokyo). Beside the Sumida River, women from a restaurant bid farewell to two guests as their sleeves billow in the wind. The printed colours in this copy are beautifully preserved. During the late 1790s to early 1800s, Hokusai found a niche illustrating richly produced anthologies and prints for amateur poetry clubs.
	Colour woodblock-printed illustrated book Katsushika Hokusai 1979,0305,0.438.1-2
	『北斎漫画』
	Hokusai’s Sketches, 1814–1878
	From the 1810s, Hokusai achieved lasting fame with his series of drawing manuals entitled Hokusai’s Sketches (Hokusai manga). He personally described the drawings as ‘manga’, meaning ‘random sketches’. A few subjects from the series recur in the drawings for The Great Picture Book. For example, in the top right corner of these pages Wu Zixu supports a bronze vessel. This Chinese hero is also in the ‘China’ section of the 103 drawings. 
	Colour woodblock-printed illustrated books1814–1878Katsushika Hokusai 1979,0305,0.428.1–7,9-10
	『唐詩選画本　五言律』
	Tang Poetry Illustrated: Five-character Eight-line Verse, 1833
	The bold style that Hokusai developed for Chinese and warrior subjects served him well in the early 1830s. During this time, the publisher Kobayashi Shinbei (Sūzanbō), commissioned him to illustrate Tang Poetry Illustrated, an anthology of Tang-dynasty (AD 618–907) Chinese poems with Japanese translations. In a surviving letter, Hokusai instructs the block cutters working on the book exactly how to reproduce the eyes and noses in his drawings.
	Woodblock-printed illustrated books1833Katsushika Hokusai1979,0305,0.436.D.1-5
	『一老画譜』　八島岳亭画
	Ichirō’s Painting Album by Yashima Gakutei, 1823
	A traveller crosses a bridge towards his home on a distant hill. The scene is printed using only three colours, but it has the quality of a Chinese ink painting. The misty atmosphere is achieved using carefully controlled gradation. Based mainly in Osaka, about 500 km west of Edo, Gakutei trained under Hokusai and Totoya Hokkei, eventually developing his own Chinese-inspired style.   
	Colour woodblock-printed illustrated book 1823Yashima Gakutei (about 1768 – about 1868)1979,0305,0.274
	『三才雪百首』『三才月百首』『三才花百首』　魚屋北渓画
	A World of Snow in One Hundred Verses A World of Full Moons in One Hundred VersesA World of Cherry Blossoms in One Hundred Verses, 1828–30, by Totoya Hokkei
	Totoya Hokkei was one of Hokusai’s closest and most successful students. Like his teacher, he often designed illustrations for books and prints commissioned by amateur poetry clubs. 
	This three-volume set is based on the traditional Japanese theme of ‘snow, moon and flowers’ (setsugekka), natural motifs of winter, autumn and spring respectively. In the snow volume open here, aristocratic Japanese falconers pause for a snack at a roadside hut. The printed colours retain their original intensity.
	Colour woodblock-printed illustrated books1828–30Totoya Hokkei (1780–1850)1979,0305,0.293.a-c
	    鳥（上） 比翼（下）
	A bird-of-paradise (top) and a jianjian (bottom)
	In this expertly detailed drawing, Hokusai pairs a soaring bird-of-paradise (top) with the mythical Chinese jianjian (bottom), a conjoined husbandand wife bird with shared wings. The deft brush marks suggest the airiness of the birds’ feathers, as well as their otherworldly freedom and grace. This bold, dynamic work seems an apt expression of Hokusai’s own unfettered imagination. Skilfully compressed into a small frame, the composition would retain its integrity on almost any scale. 
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.96
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	The natural world
	自然の世界 
	The natural world
	Hokusai’s animals and birds often engage the viewer with a distinctive, penetrating gaze. Some of his designs for The Great Picture Book recall illustrations in A Collection of Pictures to Enlighten the Young (1666), or a later edition, suggesting that he may have used this picture encylcopedia as a reference. 
	The British Museum’s drawings for The Great Picture Book cover mainly land animals and birds, with only four illustrations of plants and minerals. Related drawings in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, depict plants, fish and other natural subjects, but the planned scope of the projectis unknown.
	伝説の動物
	Mythical beasts
	In Hokusai’s day, pictures of mythical beasts were often believed to have a protective function. Some creatures like the kirin and baku had Buddhist origins, others like the hakutaku derived from Chinese mystical practices. Still others were popular inventions, such as the rhinoceros with a tortoise shell for a back, or the mermaid. Hokusai makes them appear perfectly real, as though he had seen them with his own eyes.
	麒麟（右） 白澤（左）
	Kirin (right) and hakutaku (left)
	The kirin is a single-horned, cloven-hooved creature that heralds the appearance of a wise ruler. The hakutaku (literally ‘white swamp’) has five horns and nine eyes, and a face like an old man. It has the power to dispel various evils.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.90
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	麒麟（右） 貘（左）
	Kirin (right) and baku (left)
	Here, Hokusai depicts a variant type of kirin but declares that kirin ‘made similar to dragons are not correct’. The long-snouted baku is said to devour nightmares.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.94
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	犀（右） 海人（左）
	Rhinoceros (right) and merperson (left)
	Hokusai seems to have intended a female rhinoceros, which he depicts with a shell on its back, like that of a tortoise. The accompanying ‘sea person’ (left) is a kind of merfolk. The rat-like creature (bottom right) reportedly ‘enters a large fish by its mouth and eats its intestine and stomach’.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.62
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	野生の動物
	Wild animals
	In past centuries, Japan’s coasts and mountains were filled with native wildlife, including larger animals such as sea otters, bear, deer and wild boar. Water buffalo were domesticated in southern Japan, but here the animal displays a high-spirited independence. Tigers and leopards did not exist in Japan so, like many artists, Hokusai referred to earlier illustrations to bring his version of the creatures to life.
	海獺（上） 水牛（下）
	Sea otter and water buffalo
	This drawing pairs two animals that areat home in water, a sea otter and a waterbuffalo which, the inscription says, can diveto the bottom of the sea.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.23
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	熊と滝（飛泉）
	Bear under a waterfall
	A bear under a waterfall waits patiently for fish to jump. Hokusai’s treatment of the water recalls the ‘claws’ of sea foam in his famous print ‘The Great Wave’. 
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.50
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: Detail of wave crests from Under the Wave off Kanagawa (1831) by Katsushika Hokusai.Purchase funded by the Brooke Sewell Bequest with support from Art Fund.© Trustees of the British Museum
	𪋟 （ 右上） 猪（右下） 羆（ 左）
	Deer, boar and bear
	Here, Hokusai tells us that a deer is ‘frightened of its own shadow’.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.8
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).
	虎（右） 豹（左）
	Tiger and leopard
	Hokusai informs us that leopards are scared of tigers, while tigers are scared of brown bears. Similar comparisons occur in Chinese Tang-dynasty (AD 618–907) bestiaries(books about animals).
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.20
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: Hokusai’s drawing combines the illustrations of a tiger (top) and leopard (bottom) from section 12, ‘Animals’, in volume 10 of A Collection of Pictures to Enlighten the Young (1666), by Nakamura Tekisai.© National Diet Library, Tokyo, Japan
	Image on banner, detail:
	      鳥(上)比翼(下) 
	A bird-of-paradise (top) and a jianjian by Katsushika Hokusai. Illustration for The Great Picture Book of Everything, 1820s–40s.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.96
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).
	林野の動物
	Animals of the woods and fields
	Hokusai’s animal drawings present a menagerie of land creatures, some of which exist in Japan. Insects appear in standard encyclopedias of the time and, had he completed The Great Picture 
	Book, Hokusai probably would have illustrated them as well. 
	驢（右） 海馬（左）
	Donkey and ‘seahorse’
	Hokusai’s brush conveys the texture of the fur of a donkey and ’seahorse’. The donkey is given the alternate name ‘rabbit-horse’, probably for its ears.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.45
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: ‘Seahorse’ illustrated in volume 3 of Hokusai’s Sketches (1815) by Katsushika Hokusai.© Trustees of the British Museum
	雪中に撃たれた猪
	Wild boar hunted and shot in the snow
	A wild boar squeals in pain as a hunter’s bullet catches its side with a manga-like explosion.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.3
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	ヤマアラシ（右下） 綿羊（上） 麝香猫（左下）
	Porcupine, goat and civet cat
	A porcupine, goat and civet cat seem to be conversing. Hokusai captures the textural differences in their coats.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s
	2020,3015.87
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	駱駝に乗る猩々（右） 風狸（左上） 黒狐（左下）
	Shōjō on a camel, flying raccoon-dog and black fox
	Here Hokusai depicts a shōjō (mythical ape-like creature) seated on a camel, along with a flying raccoon-dog (fūri, top left) and black fox. By varying the density of his brush marks, he gives three-dimensional shape to the raccoon-dog’s bulky tail. To represent the fox’s softer fur, he combines brush marks with ink wash. Camels appear in several of Hokusai’s later illustrated books from the 1830s to 40s. He may have been inspired by the pair of camels that were brought to Japan in 1821 and displayed in Edo
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.41
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	狼（右） 飛倉（左上） 蝙蝠（左中） 栗鼠（左下）
	Wolf, flying squirrel, bat and tree squirrel
	Divided into two sections, this drawing may portray nocturnal activity. On the right, a wolf settles on its haunches, as though to gaze at the waning moon. On the left a flying squirrel, bat and tree squirrel dart across the night sky. 
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.42
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a 
	contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	鼬、鼠に秋海棠
	Weasel, rat and begonia
	In the undergrowth near human habitation, a weasel sinks its teeth into a rat beside a flowering begonia. The discarded roof tile with a ‘triple comma’ design may place this animated scene in the vicinity of an official’s residence or perhaps a temple. A similar roof tile appears with a frog in a Hokusai painting album from 1834–5 (collection of Hokusaikan, Obuse). 
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.79
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).
	犬（右） 狐（左上） 狸（左下）
	Dog, foxes and a raccoon-dog
	Somewhere on a wild moor, white foxes and a raccoon-dog (tanuki, top left), flee as a hunting dog severs the throat of another white fox, (bottom right). Hokusai uses gradated ink wash to represent the dog’s markings. The same animals appear in Model Pictures Conveyed from the Heart (1818) and Hokusai’s Sketches, volume 15 (1878).  
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.15
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).
	猫に芙蓉
	Two cats by hibiscus
	An overgrown hibiscus serves as the backdrop to a wonderfully observed stand-off between two street cats. In Hokusai’s Sketches volume 14 (published mid-1850s), a black-and-white pet cat similar to the one on the left carries a dead rat in its jaws. Hokusai also featured the hibiscus in the print ‘Hibiscus and sparrow’ from his series called ‘Large Flowers’ (about 1831–2).
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.10
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	神峯の古樹
	The old tree at Kōnomine
	The hollowed trunk of an ancient tree shelters a rustic shrine building and gateway. From the inscription, this may be the 900-year-old camphor tree that still grows on the grounds of Kōnomine shrine (formerly called Jinpōji temple), in Kōchi prefecture, Shikoku. Within the tree’s roots stands the Camphor-tree shrine, said to relieve nerve pain. The tree is designated a natural monument.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.57
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	水辺の鳥
	Aquatic birds
	Assorted water birds paddle around in pondweed. Hokusai has designed a balanced, nearly 
	symmetrical composition that still brims with movement and energy. Clockwise from top right are a little grebe, mallard duck, swan, mandarin duck and gull. Similar mallards feature in other works by Hokusai, including a scroll painting and printed book, in which Hokusai instructs how to paint a mallard and a little grebe. 
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.4
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: Mallard illustrated in volume 1 of Picture Book: Essence of Colouring (1847), Katsushika Hokusai.© Trustees of the British Museum
	Picture caption: Mallard depicted in the hanging scroll painting Ducks in Flowing Water (1847), Katsushika Hokusai. 
	Gift of Sir William Gwynne-Evans.© Trustees of the British Museum
	様々な鳥類
	Various species of bird
	In this lively scene, birds of all kinds perch, swoop, dive and peck for food. Hokusai’s brush differentiates between the species and gives each bird an individual presence. Clockwise from top right: plover, moorhen, quail, dove, Japanese grosbeak, pheasant, pigeon and kingfisher. Volume 3 of Hokusai’s Sketches (1815) similarly teems with different kinds of birds.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.16
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	異国の鳥
	Exotic birds
	Exotic birds evoked foreign lands. Here (clockwise from top right) are a pet parrot tethered to a ring, a turkey next to a scarlet banana plant (Canna indica), Cabot’s tragopan and a pet cockatoo tethered to a perch. The cockatoo is said here to feed ‘on its own breast flesh’. Volume 2 of Picture Book: Essence of Colouring (1848) depicts two similar parrots tethered to perches. The subject goes back at least to the 1600s. A turkey appears in volume 3 of Hokusai’s Sketches (1815).
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.40
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	黒色鳥, 白色鳥
	Black and white birds
	This striking composition features black and white birds. Clockwise from top right are a Japanese ibis, a cormorant on a stump with water hyacinth (mizu aoi), a snipe and egret in reeds, and a crow flying in from the left. Hokusai often returned to the quirky cormorant, with its beady sideways stare. 
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.18
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Picture caption: Cormorant depicted in the hanging scroll Cormorant on a post (1847), by Katsushika Hokusai. Gift of James Martin White.© Trustees of the British Museum
	スドロイスホウゲル（右） 食火鶏（左）
	Ostrich (right) and cassowary
	Hokusai tells us that the ostrich (dachō, right), is native to Africa and the largest bird in the world, but warns not to confuse it with the cassowary (left). However, similar illustrations in his published books are consistently labelled simply ‘ostrich’. 
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.6
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation).
	囂鳥　錦鶏　白鷴（右上から時計回り）
	The mythical kashimashidori bird and pheasants
	Here Hokusai portrays birds with elongated tails 
	or tail feathers. The mythical kashimashidori (right) ‘cries like a magpie, has four wings, a dog’s tail and a single eye’. Hokusai has grouped it with a golden pheasant (centre) and silver pheasant (left). Hokusai explains how to paint golden pheasants in volume 1 of Picture Book: Essence of colouring (1848).
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.12
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	鳳凰（右） 孔雀（左）
	Phoenix (right) and peacock
	Traditional Chinese and Japanese illustrated encyclopedias typically paired the phoenix (right) with the peacock (left). Hokusai often 
	returned to the subject of phoenixes in printed books. The artist also painted a magnificent eight-panel phoenix folding screen (1835, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston).
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.5
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	さまざまな鉱物と鼈甲（玳琩）
	Various minerals and shells
	Precious stones and minerals formed a large category in traditional picture encyclopedias. In this and the next drawing Hokusai depicts 13 examples. Here we see (clockwise from top right) quartz, saltpetre, giant clam (shako), lapis lazuli, amber, rock crystal and tortoiseshell.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.59
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	さまざまな石、鉱物、結晶体、珊瑚など
	Precious stones and minerals
	Following on from the minerals in the previous drawing, here we have (clockwise from top right) arsenic mineral, agate, sulphur chalcanthite, magnet (rock), jade and coral. Clinging to the magnetic rock are iron nails and a pair of pliers.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.14
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch 
	Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	胡椒　蘓木　サフラン　丁子（右から）
	Pepper, perilla, saffron and clove (right to left)
	These four aromatic plants produce herbs and spices. From right to left are peppercorn, perilla (shiso), saffron and clove. Hokusai depicted peppercorn in volume 3 and clove in volume 4 of Tang Poetry Illustrated – Five-character Eight-line Verse (1833), and again in Old Manji’s Album of Cursive Drawings (1843). Peppercorn also appears in Hokusai’s Picture Album (1849).
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.77
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	椰子　鸚哥　頭を花にもった架空の木（右から）
	Palm tree and myna bird, and an imaginary tree with heads for flowers (right to left)
	A myna bird flies between a palm (right) and a mythical ‘human face-tree’ (ninmenju, left). According to the inscription, the flowers of the face-tree ‘fall quickly if it laughs or smiles continuously’. The inscription also mentions a parrot, perhaps because, like the myna, it imitates the human voice.
	Ink on paper1820s–40s2020,3015.11
	Purchase funded by the Theresia Gerda Buch Bequest, with support from Art Fund (with a contribution from the Wolfson Foundation). 
	Quote on wall:
	‘By age seventy-three I had acquired some understanding of the structure of birds, animals, insects and fish… Maybe when I am into my hundred-and-tens, each dot and each brushstroke will seem to have a life of its own.’
	Katsushika Hokusai, postscript to One Hundred Views of Mt Fuji, vol. 1, 1834(Hokusai aged 75)
	Working together across the globe
	北斎の絵入版本 
	Working together across the globe
	In 2020 Timothy Clark, former Head of the Japanese Section and now an Honorary Research Fellow at the British Museum, recommended that the Museum acquire Hokusai’s 103 drawings for The Great Picture Book of Everything. Since then, he has collaborated with scholars from Japan, Europe and the USA to deepen our understanding of the drawings, and of Hokusai’s life and work. 
	This exhibition is based on a new British Museum publication, which presents the research and highlights the importance of international collaboration in furthering our understanding of Japanese culture past and present. 
	Quote on wall:
	‘Hokusai is bigger than any one scholar can fully comprehend and his prolific works are scattered all around the globe. International collaboration is vital to ongoing research.’
	Timothy Clark, Honorary Research Fellow, British Museum, 2021
	世界の北斎専門家は展示の版下絵についてどう言っているのでしょうか？
	What do Hokusai experts around the world say about the drawings?
	Here we introduce some of the people who have inspired or worked on The Great Picture Book project, which is an offshoot of Late Hokusai: Thought, technique and society funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC, UK).
	ティモシー・クラーク
	Timothy Clark
	Honorary Research Fellow of the British Museum. Until 2019, Head of the Japanese Section, Department of Asia and a principal investigator of the AHRC research project Late Hokusai: Thought, technique, society. Lead curator, with Asano Shūgō, of the exhibition Hokusai: beyond the Great Wave (2017).
	‘When I first saw the 103 drawings in October 2019, I was totally amazed. They were completely unknown and promised many new avenues of research about Hokusai in his later years. Colleagues from around the world have generously helped to study them. We have learned so much in the last two years and there is surely plenty more to discover. It’s really exciting.’
	浅野 秀剛
	ASANO Shūgō
	Director of the Museum Yamato Bunkakan, Nara and the Abeno Harukas Art Museum, Osaka. Leading Hokusai scholar and co-curator of the British Museum exhibition Hokusai: beyond the Great Wave (2017). Dr Asano has made a special study of the seals used on Hokusai’s paintings and shared a vital opinion concerning the text page associated with the drawings:
	‘I think these drawings are wonderful hanshita-e  by Hokusai, however I have doubts concerningthe associated text page. I think that the content and style of calligraphy were copied from other works by Hokusai. Also, Hokusai never used two seals together (and these are based on seals from his printed books). This text page was probably fabricated in order to add a ‘Hokusai’ name to the unsigned drawings.’
	セーラ E.トンプソン
	Sarah E. Thompson 
	Curator, Japanese Art, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Hokusai scholar and author of a number of books on Japanese prints and print culture, including Hokusai’s Lost Manga (2016) and Hokusai’s Landscapes (2019).
	‘It’s very exciting to be part of the ongoing research on Hokusai at the British Museum and elsewhere, especially given the close relationship between the newly acquired drawings exhibited here and the ones at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Even though Hokusai is such a very well-known artist, there are still many interesting questions to be investigated regarding his sources of inspiration, his creative process and his impact on the world.’
	ロジャー・キーズ
	Roger Keyes (1942–2020)
	Leading scholar of Japanese prints and illustrated books. Co-author of an unpublished catalogue raisonné (critical catalogue) of Hokusai’s sheet prints. Senior adviser to the AHRC project Late Hokusai: Thought, technique, society.
	‘Hokusai made many corrections and changes to the drawings. He made these changes on separate sheets of paper that he then cut and pieced into the original sheet. This avoided ambiguity and misunderstanding for the block cutter.
	A proof that Hokusai (and not a pupil or ‘copyist’) drew these hanshita-e is that he drew long straight lines in buildings, for example, in short segments. This was a distinctive mannerism, or habit, that I have seen in other Hokusai drawings of the mid- to late 1820s.’
	安原 明夫
	YASUHARA Akio
	Formerly professor of economics at Brown University, Rhode Island, USA. Hokusai scholar, pupil of Roger Keyes. Translator of Biography  of Katsushika Hokusai (1893) by Iijima Kyoshin.
	‘Inscriptions on the drawings prove Hokusai’s familiarity with Chinese books, which were also bridges to the world beyond China. Hokusai worked with scholars in Chinese classics, Buddhism in India and Western sciences. His curiosity also spanned poetry, wordplay, geometry, mathematical puzzles, cuisine and more – as shown in his early books. Their pages are filled with encrypted messages with pictorial hints, just like these fascinating 103 drawings.’
	Image right:
	Figures from India and China introduce The Great Picture Book of Everything (1820s–40s).© Trustees of the British Museum
	Image caption next to banner:
	羅漢図(部分)
	Detail from The Buddha’s disciples studying texts. Illustration for The Great Picture Book of Everything (1820s–40s)© Trustees of the British Museum
	The evolving wave
	進化しつづける「グレート・ウェーブ」
	The evolving ‘Wave’
	Somewhere between 5,000 and 15,000 copies of Hokusai’s famous print Under the Wave off Kanagawa (1831), popularly called ‘The Great Wave’, were printed during the Edo period (1615–1868). They were produced by hand, so no two were identical, and relatively few have survived. 
	Following a method pioneered by Roger Keyes, British Museum scientist Capucine Korenberg is searching for surviving impressions of ‘TheGreat Wave’. She has located 111, of which the British Museum holds three from the Edo period. By identifying small differences visible to the trained eye, her research uncovers the history of the original woodblocks and the evolving interpretation of Hokusai’s design. 
	進化しつづける「グレート・ウェーブ」
	The evolving ‘Wave’
	British Museum scientist Capucine Korenberg explains how we can spot small differences between various impressions of ‘The Great Wave’. 
	Duration: about 2 minutes
	Quote on wall:
	‘I’m never bored of looking at The Wave… I fell in love so much with this print that I wanted to try to find [out] everything I could about it.’
	Capucine Korenberg, British Museum scientist, 2021
	神奈川沖浪裏（グレート・ウェーブ）
	Under the Wave off Kanagawa (‘The Great Wave’)
	Fishermen cower in three skiffs as a giant storm-wave bears down on them. Mt Fuji can be seen low in the hollow of the wave. The print is from Hokusai’s celebrated series Thirty-six Views of Mt Fuji. The rectangular cartouche names the series and the title of the print. Hokusai’s signature appears to the left: Hokusai aratame Iitsu hitsu (‘Brush of Iitsu, changed from Hokusai’). The gap in the wave line on the right suggests that this impression was made in the mid-1800s. This gap was caused by a break in t
	Colour woodblock print1831Katsushika Hokusai1937,0710,0.147
	Gift of Charles Hazelwood Shannon
	神奈川沖浪裏（グレート・ウェーブ） 現代木版複製
	A modern woodblock reproduction of Under the Wave off Kanagawa (‘The Great Wave’)
	This modern woodblock reproduction was made in an attempt to recreate the colours of Hokusai’s original as closely as possible. The colours are based on an example of the design in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 
	Colour-woodblock print2017Printed by: Takahashi Kōbō After: Katsushika Hokusai2017,3070.1 
	Gift of Takahashi Yukiko
	江戸時代版と現代木版複製の違いを見つけてみましょう
	Spot the differences between the Edo-period impression and the modern woodblock reproduction of ‘The Great Wave’.
	Picture captions:
	Edo-period impression.  Bequest of Charles Hazelwood Shannon
	Modern woodblock reproduction. Gift of Takahashi Yukiko
	Key
	In the Edo-period impression (above) parts of a boat have been printed light grey, while they are left white in the modern woodblock reproduction (below).
	In the Edo-period impression, where a wave crest has no connecting stroke, one has been added in the modern woodblock reproduction.
	A stroke is straight in the Edo-period impression, while it is curved in the modern woodblock reproduction.
	Picture caption:
	神奈川沖浪裏（部分）
	Image: Detail from Under the Wave off Kanagawa (‘The Great Wave’, 1831) by Katsushika Hokusai 
	Bequest of Charles Hazelwood Shannon © Trustees of the British Museum
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